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Dear business partners

We are pleased to present you with a new edition of 
the catalogue of our products. It was being created 
in turbulent times. Big thanks go to you all who 
went through this difficult period together with us 
and continue to be our partners. We strived to be a 
firm anchor for you even in this hard time, a partner 
which you can rely on and which is able to provide its 
services in a stable way and of high quality under any 
circumstances. We promise that you can rely on us in 
this respect in the future as well. 

The 2022 catalogue brings interesting new items in 
all the segments. Since we care about sustainable 
business, we are particularly proud of our new 
collection of clothes made of recycled polyester, which 
will complement the existing products made of organic 

cotton. You will also be close to nature with our T-shirts 
made of merino wool of supreme quality or with a 
bamboo collection of terry towels.

Although nobody of us can predict future 
developments, I believe that the worst is already 
behind us. We are here for you in 2022, too. After all, 
the number two, which is represented amply in this 
year, symbolises in numerology, among other things, 
cooperation, consideration, social awareness, and 
effort to reach concord and harmony. We offer you 
exactly that and much more. The entire Malfini team is 
ready to comply with your wishes and requirements. 

We sincerely thank you for your support and we look 
forward to another year with you.

BRANDED CLOTHING
for the whole Europe

Radek Veselý
Chairman of the Board of Directors 
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
and sustainability 

PEOPLE AROUND US
We are responsible towards people around us. We 
care about everyone who lives where we operate. We 
think with humility of people in need, whom life has 
put difficult health obstacles in their way. We make no 
difference – that’s why we help children in a distant 
Bangladeshi slum equally as those in our country 
attain education. Maybe, you don’t even know but 
you often take part in it with us as you can find our 
T-shirts in a broad range of charitable events.

THE EARTH
We are responsible towards the Earth. We bear in mind the 
future of our children and that’s why we keep minimising 
the environmental impacts of our business. We utilise solar 
energy increasingly more, we reduce the negative effects 
of transport and minimise waste. As a proper clothing 
company, we tirelessly look for new textile products that 
have the least possible negative impact on our planet.

OUR EMPLOYEES
We are responsible towards our employees. We 
esteem them profoundly and we want them to 
feel that the work they do is really meaningful. We 
surround them with an inspiring environment where 
they can grow professionally, find security in life, get 
fair remuneration and enjoy employee benefits. We 
do our best to ensure that they like their jobs and, 
simultaneously, they have enough time to devote to 
themselves or to their families. In fact, only contented 
people are contented employees as well.

SUSTAINABLE GROWTH
We are economically responsible. Towards you, 
our customers and suppliers, as well as towards 
the shareholders and rivals. Everything we do is 
subordinated to our corporate values and ethical 
code. We aren’t interested in rapid success, we aim 
at ensuring long-term sustainable growth of the 
company.
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USE IT

WEAR ITSAVE IT

100% ORGANIC

FAIRGENTLE

EXCLUSIVE MATERIALS 
and certifications

RECYCLED POLYESTER
Can an synthetic material be considerate to the 
environment? Yes, but it isn’t so straightforward as 
one might think. After all, that’s why our exclusive 
products bear GRS certification. Not only does it 
certify that they are made of recycled polyester but 
it also guarantees that the production took place 
considerately to both the workers and nature.

ORGANIC COTTON
There are hardly any certifications that are so 
comprehensive and trustworthy as GOTS. It doesn’t forgive 
anything that harms nature or humans. It monitors the 
life of cotton from the seed all the way to your hanger. 
It oversees eco-friendly and ethical growing, processing and 
even distribution. By wearing clothes with this marking you 
contribute to better life of people across the planet as well 
as to a more friendly approach to the environment. 

With an international Oeko-Tex Standard 100 certificate 
you’re certain that your clothes are completely harmless 
to health.

Production and trade should be transparent 
and sustainable. That’s why this association 
oversees all over the world that the production 
and sales comply with all work, legal and 
ethical principles.

WRAP certification is a recognised symbol of fair 
production that observes statutory, humane and 
ethical regulations.

GOTS – CU 1033786 – This globally recognised 
certification rigorously oversees products made 
of organic cotton. It guarantees that everything is 
grown and produced not only in an environmentally-
friendly but also ethical manner.

CERTIFICATION OF OUR SUPPLIERS:OUR CERTIFICATIONS:

SUPIMA® COTTON 
Premium fashion deserves the very best materials. 
SUPIMA® cotton is rightfully considered as the cotton of 
the highest quality in the world, which is owing not only to 
the unique properties of this North American variety but 
also to the method of its cultivation. The cultivation shows 
respect to nature, soil and humans, for which the plant 
will repay them with fibres of double length and strength 
during harvest. As a result, products woven from SUPIMA®

cotton feature extraordinary resilience and softness. 
So, they last much longer than clothes made of ordinary 
cotton. What’s more, they’re really great to wear.

MERINO WOOL
The very first look at shaggy merino sheep will reveal 
that they’ve been bred specifically to produce wool. 
To this day, they have been kept in natural conditions 
in the open air where they enjoy clear water, the 
sun and juicy grass. However, you won’t find them 
in lowlands, you have to go to the mountains to see 
them. It is just life at high elevations that lends unique 
properties to their especially fine wool. In summer it’s 
breathable while in winter, by contrast, it’ll warm you 
up. Thanks to its elasticity, it will adapt to your body 
and it even helps neutralise unpleasant smells.

Intertek 149203-GRS –  Recycled materials having 
this certificate have a proven origin, are made with 
respect to humans and nature and, of course, their 
safety can be completely relied on.

157 155
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28 150

140 180

BRANDS

Piccolio®

For every moment

With the Piccolio brand you’ll easily arrange for both 

printing and embroidery on clothes for every occasion. 

In fact, we’ve adapted the products of this line for easy 

branding and given them cheerful colours, on which 

crazy graphical design looks good as well. Thanks to 

tear-off labels you have got your own collection of 

T-shirts within reach.

RIMECK®

Workwear made real

How can you combine high demands concerning 

resilience with fashion trends? The Rimeck brand 

knows! Our clothes will stand the test when you’re 

in full engagement and, in addition, they look great. 

We are very particular about the design, resilient 

workmanship and materials. And what is the most 

important – we put your safety in the first place.

MALFINI®

Real products for real people

The Malfini brand, that’s precisely manufactured and 

high-quality clothes for wearing in a city and in the 

great outdoors. Set off wearing a new outfit to work, 

for amusement, do sports or meet your friends. You 

can choose from a broad range of colours, diverse 

cuts and pleasant materials. In addition, you can 

easily complement them with your personal print or 

embroidery. 

MALFINI Premium®

In each detail

Enjoy a touch of exclusivity. Our supreme brand, 

Malfini Premium, will win your favour thanks to its 

select materials, sophisticated cuts and elegant 

colours. You’ll find exclusively cotton and wool of 

premium quality in it, which will please you with its 

fineness and superior resilience. 
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850, 851 SHIFT 91

614, 615 REST 117

810, 811 CHANCE 109 840, 841 BREAK 81

5V3 HV DROP 203

W41 VERTEX 187

A99 SHIELD 183

W55, W07, W08 VERTEX 183, 187 W56, W09  VERTEX CAMO 185

NEW PRODUCTS
for 2022
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C1  Camouflage p etrol

Basic color - Pantone 18-0510 TPX
Printing - 01 Black

Pantone 19-4241 TPX 
Pantone 19-0000 TPX 

745 mm

283
 mm

93

01

67

94

745 mm

28
3 

m
m

C2 Camouflage Dark gray

Basic color - Pantone 18-0510 TPX
Printing - 01 Black

Pantone 19-0000 TPX 
01

67

94

143 Viper
MEN’S

3XL

120 City
WOMEN’S

16 30 43 95

122 Pure
WOMEN’S

03

137 Heavy New
UNISEX

19 23 28 29

144 Camouflage
UNISEX

C1

149 Camouflage
KIDS

C1

C22 Camo Pure
WOMEN’S

C1

210 Pique Polo
WOMEN’S

03

406 Essential
MEN’S  KIDS

04

410 Trendy Zipper
MEN’S

03 04 67

411 Trendy Zipper
WOMEN’S

03 04 67

413 Cape
MEN’S

03 67

414 Cape
WOMEN’S

03 67

518 Next
UNISEX

69* 4XL

506 Jacket Hi-Q
UNISEX

00*

53

52

50

57

57

57

67

87

83

83

82

82

200

199

39

A8 LIGHT DENIM A9 DARK DENIM

T-SHIRTS COLOURS SIZES p.

POLO SHIRTS

SWEATSHIRTS

FLEECE

C1 CAMOUFLAGE PETROL C2 CAMOUFLAGE 
DARK GRAY

NEW COLOURS AND SIZES
for 2022
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850, 851 SHIFT 91810, 811 CHANCE 109 840, 841 BREAK 81

CERTIFIED BY INTERTEK 
149203-GRS

Each of us can help The Earth. It is necessary to change the 
approach to sustainability. For example, by starting to wear 
clothes made of recycled materials more.

Endless tonnes of waste devastate nature, fill the oceans, 
forests and mountains. And that’s why it is important 
to pick up every plastic bottle and give it a chance for a 
new life. It may become a valuable raw material in the 
production of clothes. 

Recycled materials are the future of the clothing 
industry. It’s up to us to give them and our planet a 
chance. When we now support recycled products, we’ll 
change the whole future together. And it’s worth it. 

All of us can help nature!

re-VOLUTION
recycled collection
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916, 917, 918 ORGANIC TOWEL 137173, 174 NATIVE 45171, 172 ORIGIN 43

Certified by Control Union
CU 1033786

GOTS
organic collection

Every product that bears the Global Organic Textile 
Standard marking meets the most stringent rules for 
growing and producing organic textiles. Respected 
GOTS certification guarantees eco-friendly and 
ethical production and organic quality of the actual 
products worldwide. So, it protects responsibly the 
environment, the health of employees and those who 
wear organic-cotton clothing. Seeding, tending to the 
plants, harvest and fiber processing must be done 
without chemicals. 

Only species without genetic modification are 
cultivated at farms, and the soil obtains nutrients from 
farmyard manure and compost. Artificial fertilisers, 
pesticides or insecticides aren’t used, and natural 
procedures are only applied. Simultaneously, GOTS 
oversees fair and safe working conditions for all the 
employees in the field and in the factories. Thanks 
to this certification you’re sure that you wear really 
ethical clothes.
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F29, F34, F38 BASIC FREE 37 F43, F61 VIPER FREE 41 F37 HEAVY NEW FREE 50

LABEL FREE
collection

Imagine a T-shirt as a clean cloth on which your 
imagination will blossom in full. Products of the Label 
Free line are already waiting for you to light them up 
with your own original prints or embroidery. You and 
your author collection will always play the lead role as 
you can easily add your own tag to all the products. 
You would look for a tag with the Malfini brand in vain 
because the clothes haven’t got any. So, you don’t have 
to take it off in a complicated manner and you can 
focus on your own design instead.

We have taken great pains to ensuring high quality of 
the materials and modern cuts. Thanks to the silicone 
finish, our textile items are smooth to touch, have silky 
gloss and, above all, retain their colour for a long time. 
Let your creativity loose and become a fashion icon!

Create your own collection!
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166 CAMOUFLAGE LS 58 C24 CAMO LATINO 129

C22 CAMO PURE 57C36 CAMO TRIUMPH 58144, 149 CAMOUFLAGE 57

C19, C20 CAMO ZIPPER 85

W56 VERTEX CAMO 185 W09  VERTEX CAMO 185

CAMOUFLAGE
collection
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803, 804, 805 SAILOR 54 806 SAILOR TOP 55 807 SAILOR LS 55

SAILOR
collection

After all, stripes were already loved 
by Coco Chanel
Some patterns simply don’t get old. And stripes are 
definitely one of them. Ride a wave of timeless fashion 
and choose from sailor’s items for adults and children. 

Vests or T-shirts will not only stylishly underline an 
outfit for a boating trip but they’ll also be greatly 
suitable for wearing in the city, for a meeting or a 
party. High quality and precise execution of cuts are 
a matter of course. Print a team slogan or logo on to 
them and lift anchor. Set sail!
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535 PERFORMANCE 99529 FROSTY 92

412 TRENDY ZIPPER 83406 ESSENTIAL 87222 PIQUE POLO 67

805 SAILOR 54 149 CAMOUFLAGE 57 121 FIT-T LS 61 147 FANTASY 111

P72 PELICAN 145

100 CLASSIC 33F38 BASIC FREE 37138 BASIC 35135 CLASSIC NEW 32

607 COMFORT 119 613 MILES 118

9V4 HV BRIGHT 208

9V2 HV ENERGY 208P92 BEETLE 148912 ENERGY 134922 EASYGO 134

328 TWISTER 131 327 RELAX 131 329 FANCY 131303 6P KIDS 125

KIDS
collection

Kids also want to be cool! We’ve put together a 
modern collection just for them in stylish colours, 
which will impress all girls and boys aged from 4 to 
12. We’ve designed T-shirts, sweatshirts, tracksuits, 
shorts or jackets in such a way to complement our 
offering for adults. 

Show that you belong to each other and choose items 
for both small and big children. In discovering the world 
together you won’t be stopped by any kind of weather, 
we’ve got function materials and comfortable 
styles in reserve. Grab a colourful backpack, put on 
a cap and set off to school, to explore nature or for 
entertainment in the city.
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CHIC 207, 214

STYLE LS 209, 229

STYLE 218

76

77

77 111

112

118

118

FANTASY 124, 140, 147

DESTINY 175, 176

MILES 612, 613

BREEZE 820

COMFY 611

COMFORT 607, 608

109CHANCE 810, 811

115DIRECT 417, 418

117REST 614, 615

119

119

TWO IN ONE 604 121

82

TRENDY ZIPPER 410, 411, 412 83

MERGER 415, 416 87

VIVA 409 86

ESSENTIAL 406 87

CAPE 413, 414

CAMO ZIPPER C19, C20 85

ADVENTURE 407 86

PRACTIC 519

FROSTY 527, 528, 529

SHIFT 850, 851

HORIZON 520

EXIT 525

93

92

91

93

93

VALLEY 536, 537

VISION 517, 516

BODY WARMER 509

97

105

105

PACIFIC 3 IN 1 533, 534 101

NANO 531, 532 103

WINDY 524 104

PERFORMANCE 522, 521 98

PERFORMANCE 535 99

COOL 515, 514 104

113RACER 167

113PRIDE 168

113VICTORY 217

BALANCE 610 121

LEISURE 603 121

PURE 122 52

CAMO TRIUMPH C36 58

TRIUMPH 136

CORE 142 59

CLASSIC NEW 132, 133, 135

CLASSIC 101, 100

BASIC 129, 134, 138

BASIC FREE F29, F34, F38

VIPER 143, 161

32

33

35

37

39

NATIVE 173, 174 45

FUSION 163, 164 47

FIT V-NECK 162 49

HEAVY 110 50

HEAVY NEW 137 50

ORIGIN 171, 172 43

V-NECK 102 48

SAILOR LS 807 55

CAMO PURE C22 57

FIT-T LS 119,  169, 121 61

CITY 120 53

SLIM 139 62

LOVE 123 53

VIPER FREE F43, F61 41

HEAVY V-NECK 111 48

HEAVY NEW FREE F37 50

COLORMIX 109 51

INFINITY 131 51

GLANCE 141 52

DREAM 128 52

SAILOR 803, 804, 805 54

SAILOR TOP 806 55

CAMOUFLAGE 144, 149 57

CAMOUFLAGE LS 166 58

59

STREET LS 130 63

ELEGANCE 127 62

LONG SLEEVE 112 63

SLIM FIT V-NECK 146 49

PIQUE POLO 203, 210, 222

COTTON HEAVY 215, 216

COTTON 212, 213

SINGLE J. 202, 223

URBAN 219, 220

71

73

70

SINGLE J. LS 211 69

68

67

PIQUE POLO LS 221 69

81BREAK 840, 841

NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

ELEMENT 145 39

T-SHIRTS

SHIRTS

POLOSHIRTS

ACTIVE

SWEATSHIRTS

FLEECE

OUTDOOR

PRODUCT
overview
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194

194

195

183

185

193

183

187

187

193

191

191

190

189

183

185

188

189

188

190

200

208

209

200

208

209

199

207

209

197

207

196

205

196

205

201

203

204

199

207

167

155

157

159

176

171

173

161

163

167

169

175

177

179

165

COLLAR UP 256, 257

MERINO RISE 157, 158

EXCLUSIVE 153, 154

ACTION 150, 152

EVEREST 552, 551

GRAND 259, 269

BOMBER 453, 454

BRAVE 155, 156

FLASH 260, 261

DYNAMIC 262, 263

DRESS UP 271

PERFECTION PLAIN 251, 253

VOYAGE 452, 451

EVEREST 553, 554

BAMBOO TOWEL 951, 952

RESIST LS R05

RESIST R01, R02

RESIST HEAVY R03, R04

SHIELD A99

VERTEX CAMO W09

VERTEX CAMO W56

RANGER W54

W0ODY W05

RANGER W03

RANGER W06

WOODY W02

VERTEX W55

VERTEX W08

VERTEX W41

RANGER W04

VERTEX W07

WOODY W51

RANGER W53

WOODY W52

WOODY W01

BASE R06

HV ESSENTIAL 4V6

CASUAL 550

HV BRIGHT 9V3, 9V4

HV PRACTIC 5V9

JACKET HI-Q 506

HV RUNWAY 2V9

HV TWISTER 3V8

NEXT 518

HV ENERGY 9V2

HV REFLEX 3V5

RECALL R07

HV FLEECE JACKET 5V1

JACKET 501, 504

HV DROP 5V3

HV GUARD 5V2

RESERVE R22, R23

HV DRY 1V8

EFFECT 530

HV PROTECT 1V9

143

143

143

145

145

147

148

147

148

145

149

149

134

135

135

139

138

137

134

134

135

125

125

125

129

128

131

129

129

131

131

127

127

128

5P 307

6P KIDS 303

6P 305

LATINO 324

SUNVISOR 310

FANCY 329

CLASSIC 304

CAMO LATINO C24

RELAX 327

TWISTER 328

RAP 5P 301

RAP 6P 302

6P SANDWICH 306

SMART 911

HANDY 900

SHOPPER 921

TOWEL 350 907, 908, 909

TOWEL 450  903, 905

ORGANIC TOWEL 916, 917, 918

ENERGY 912

EASYGO 922

CARRY 901

PARADE P71

PAINT P73

PEAK P74

PIXEL P81

PELICAN P72

ZERO P41 

SUNSHINE P31

JOY P21, P22

BEETLE P92

PROGRESS LS P75

BUBBLE P93

BLOOM P91

NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

ACESSORIES

CAPS
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Malfini brand portfolio is rich and, in particular, cleverly 
compiled. That’s why you will enjoy clothes of this line 
both in a busy city and in a calm place in the great 
outdoors. Thanks to a variety of materials, styles and 
colours you’ll find among them a perfect outfit for use 
at work, for doing sports or, for example, for use in a 
café. You can also match up your clothes in a pair or in a 
group as we manufacture our clothing mostly in a duo 
or family concept.

MALFINI®

Real products for 
real people
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First T-shirts were designed at the dawn of the 
20th century, and quickly became a part of military 
uniforms and common for blue-collar workers 
because of their practicality. Branding T-shirts 
with print came later from Disney with their iconic 

Mickey Mouse T-shirts. Over time, more studios, 
companies and even rock bands joined in on the 
trend and in just a century, a piece of practical 
clothing became a space for self-expression and 
even art.

T-SHIRTS



CLASSIC NEW 132

CLASSIC NEW 133

CLASSIC NEW 135

00* 03* 6712* 01 02 05* 15 44 06

169262 9604 11 07

28 29

40 64

00* 03* 12* 01 02 05* 15 44 06

16

9262

9604 11 07 40 64

00* 03* 12* 01 02 05* 15 44 06

16

9262

9604 11 07 40 64

CLASSIC 101

CLASSIC 100

00* 03* 12* 01 02 05* 06 04 11 07

00* 01 02 05* 04 07

UNISEXMEN’S

FAMILY

WOMEN’S

FAMILY

KIDS

FAMILY

KIDS

tubular cut
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams

Men’s T-shirt

slight fit cut with side seams
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams

Ladies T-shirt

* Material composition may differ: colour 03 - 97 % cotton, 3 % viscose; colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose

cut with side seams
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams

Kids T-shirt

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
145 g/m2, S - 3XL

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
145 g/m2, XS - 2XL

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
4 years/110 cm, 6 y./122 cm, 8 y./134 cm, 10 y./146 cm, 12 y./158 cm

145 g/m2

tubular cut
1:1 rib knit neckline hem
fixing shoulder to shoulder tape

Unisex T-shirt

cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit neckline hem
fixing shoulder to shoulder tape

Kids T-shirt

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
160 g/m2, S - 4XL (4XL size available in colours 00, 01)

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
4 years/110 cm, 6 y./122 cm, 8 y./134 cm, 10 y./146 cm, 12 y./158 cm

160 g/m2

* Material composition may differ: colour 03 - 97 % cotton, 3 % viscose; colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose
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BASIC 129

BASIC 134

BASIC 138

00* 03*51 12* 67 94 01 02 05*60 93 14 15 44

1995

28

29

69*0609

1639 9262 9604 11A1083827 1307 23

3049 64

43

00* 03* 12* 67 94 01 02 05*60 93 14 15 44

1995

28 0609

169262 04 11A10827 07 23

30

49

64

4396

40

63

00* 03* 12* 01 02 05* 60 14 15 44 19 95 28

09 16 92 62 96 04 11 A1 07 30 6463

87

A2

87

A2

87

A2

MEN’S

FAMILY

SILICONE

FAMILY

SILICONE

WOMEN’S

FAMILY

SILICONE

KIDS

tubular cut
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
fixing shoulder to shoulder tape
silicone finish

Men’s T-shirt

slight fit cut with side seams
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
silicone finish

Ladies T-shirt

* Material composition may differ: colour 03 - 97 % cotton, 3 % viscose; colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose

cut with side seams
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
silicone finish

Kids T-shirt

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton, silicone finish 
160 g/m2, XS - 5XL (5XL size available in colours 00, 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 11, 12, 67)

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton, silicone finish
160 g/m2, XS - 3XL (3XL size available in colours 00, 01)

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton, silicone finish
4 years/110 cm, 6 y./122 cm, 8 y./134 cm, 10 y./146 cm, 12 y./158 cm

160 g/m2
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BASIC FREE F29

BASIC FREE F34

BASIC FREE F38

00* 03* 12* 67 01 02 05* 14 44 0609 1662 04 1127 07 64

00* 12* 01 02 05* 44 0609 62 04 07

MEN’S

FAMILY

SILICONE

FAMILY

SILICONE

WOMEN’S

FAMILY

SILICONE

KIDS

LABEL FREE

LABEL FREE

LABEL FREE

00* 03* 12* 67 01 02 05* 14 44 0609 1662 04 1127 07 64

label free - ready for rebranding
tubular cut
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
neutral size label in back neckline
fixing shoulder to shoulder tape
silicone finish

Men’s T-shirt

label free - ready for rebranding
slight fit cut with side seams
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
neutral size label in back neckline
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
silicone finish

Ladies T-shirt

* Material composition may differ: colour 03 - 97 % cotton, 3 % viscose; colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose

label free - ready for rebranding
cut with side seams
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
neutral size label in back neckline
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
silicone finish

Kids T-shirt

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton, silicone finish 
160 g/m2, S - 3XL

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton, silicone finish
160 g/m2, XS - 2XL

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton, silicone finish
4 years/110 cm, 6 y./122 cm, 8 y./134 cm, 10 y./146 cm, 12 y./158 cm

160 g/m2
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VIPER 143

VIPER 161

ELEMENT 145

00* 12* 67 01 02 05* 44 09 16 04 07

00* 12* 01 02 05* 44 06 04 11 07

60 28 29 92

00* 12* 01 02 05* 44 09 16 04 0760 92 49

MEN’S

SILICONE

SILICONE

WOMEN’S

DUO

DUO

UNISEX

TEAR OFF

slim fit cut with side seams
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
silicone finish

Men’s T-shirt

slight fit cut with side seams
deeper round neckline
narrow neckline hem from shell fabric with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
shorter sleeves
silicone finish

Ladies T-shirt

* Material composition may differ: colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton, silicone finish 
180 g/m2, S - 3XL (3XL size available in colours 00, 01, 02, 05, 07, 12)

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton, silicone finish
180 g/m2, XS - 2XL

tubular cut
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
fixing shoulder to shoulder tape
tear-off label

Unisex T-shirt

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
180 g/m2, XS - 4XL  (4XL size available in colours 00, 01)
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VIPER FREE F43

VIPER FREE F61

00* 12* 01 02 05* 44 09 16 04 07

00* 12* 01 02 05* 44 09 07

LABEL FREE

MEN’S

SILICONE

SILICONE

WOMEN’S

DUO

DUO

LABEL FREE

LABEL FREE

label free - ready for rebranding
slim fit cut with side seams
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
neutral size label in back neckline
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
silicone finish

Men’s T-shirt

label free - ready for rebranding
slight fit cut with side seams
deeper round neckline
narrow neckline hem from shell fabric with 5 % elastane
neutral size label in back neckline
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
shorter sleeves
silicone finish

Ladies T-shirt

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton, silicone finish 
180 g/m2, S - 2XL

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton, silicone finish
180 g/m2, XS - 2XL

No more need to remove the label. The label free collection t-shirts have only a small size tag and 
a maintenance label as required by law - making those T-shirts perfect to make your own brand.

* Material composition may differ: colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose
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ORIGIN 171

ORIGIN 172

00* 01 02 05* 44 16 0721 25 96 11

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

DUO

DUO

ORGANIC

ORGANIC

00* 01 02 05* 44 16 0721 25 96 11

certified organic cotton
cut with side seams
narrow neckline hem from shell fabric with 5 % elastane
fixing shoulder to shoulder tape
curved bottom edge

Men’s T-shirt

certified organic cotton
slight fit cut with side seams
narrow neckline hem from shell fabric with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
curved bottom edge

Ladies T-shirt

Single Jersey, 100 % organic cotton GOTS
160 g/m2, S - 3XL

Single Jersey, 100 % organic cotton GOTS
160 g/m2, XS - 2XL

Cotton produced from ecologically controlled agriculture and further processed under the strict inspection of all 
manufacturing processes. The biggest producers are Turkey, India,the USA and China. 

Certified by Control Union CU 1033786.

ORGANIC COTTON
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NATIVE 173

NATIVE 174

00* 01 02 05* 44 16 0721 25 96 11

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

DUO

DUO

ORGANIC

ORGANIC

00* 01 02 05* 44 16 0721 25 96 11

certified organic cotton
thick-thin structure of slub knit fabric
cut with side seams
narrow neckline hem from shell fabric with 5 % elastane
fixing shoulder to shoulder tape

Men’s T-shirt

certified organic cotton
thick-thin structure of slub knit fabric
slight fit cut with side seams
narrow neckline hem from shell fabric with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams

Ladies T-shirt

Single Jersey Slub, 100 % organic cotton GOTS
150 g/m2, S - 3XL

Single Jersey Slub, 100 % organic cotton GOTS
150 g/m2, XS - 2XL

SINGLE JERSEY SLUB
Fine weft knitted fabric with characteristic structure of slub fabric. To achieve this final effect, a yarn with thicker 
and thinner sections is used throughout the length which are created by varying the tightness of the twist. 
This fabric is also characterized by its elasticity. 
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FUSION 163

FUSION 164

00* M3 M1 M2 M5 M6 M4 M7

00* M3 M1 M2 M5 M6 M4 M7M9

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

DUO

DUO

cut with side seams
neckline trimmed with shell fabric
fixing shoulder seams
turned-up sleeves stitched at 4 points
suitable for sublimation (light colours)

Men’s T-shirt

loose cut with side seams
neckline trimmed with shell fabric
fixing shoulder seams
turned-up sleeves stitched at 4 points
suitable for sublimation (light colours)

Ladies T-shirt

Single Jersey, 65 % polyester, 35 % cotton 
160 g/m2, S - 3XL

Single Jersey, 65 % polyester, 35 % cotton
160 g/m2, XS - 2XL
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SLIM FIT V-NECK 146

FIT V-NECK 162

00* 12* 01 02 05* 04 0728 2994 60 44 9516

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

DUO

DUO

SILICONE

SILICONE

00* 12* 01 02 05* 04 0794 60 44 9516 49

V-NECK 102

HEAVY V-NECK 111

00* 03* 12* 01 02 05* 06 04 07

00* 12* 01 02 05* 07

08

UNISEX

UNISEX

slim fit cut with side seams
deeper V-neckline
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
silicone finish

Men’s T-shirt

slight fit cut with side seams
deeper V-neckline
narrow neckline hem from shell fabric with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
shorter sleeves
silicone finish

Ladies T-shirt

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton, silicone finish
180 g/m2, S - 3XL

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton, silicone finish
180 g/m2, XS - 2XL

tubular cut
V-neckline
1:1 rib knit neckline hem
fixing shoulder to shoulder tape

Unisex T-shirt

tubular cut
V-neckline
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
fixing shoulder to shoulder tape

Unisex T-shirt

* Material composition may differ: colour 03 - 97 % cotton, 3 % viscose; colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
160 g/m2, S - 3XL

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
200 g/m2, S - 4XL (4XL size available in colours 00, 01)

* Material composition may differ: colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose
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HEAVY 110

HEAVY NEW 137

HEAVY NEW FREE F37

00* 01 02 05* 44 04 07

00* 12* 01 02 05* 07

00*

03* 94 14 06 39 11

03*51 12* 67 01 02 9360 05* 14 15 44 59

95

69*0609

39 1662 9604 11A1083827 1307 40A2

UNISEX

UNISEX

NEW COLOUR

SILICONE

UNISEX

SILICONE

LABEL FREE

NEW COLOUR

COLORMIX 109

07

0102

14 44

01

16

01

62

01

04

01

11

0107

01

UNISEX

0102 01 0101 01 0107

INFINITY 131

04

01

00*

01

00
*01

01

67 1400
* 62

67

07

67

UNISEX

01 01 00 00 67 01 67

19 23

28

29

tubular cut
1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
fixing shoulder to shoulder tape

Unisex T-shirt

tubular cut
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
fixing shoulder to shoulder tape
silicone finish

Unisex T-shirt

label free - ready for rebranding
tubular cut
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
neutral size label in back neckline
fixing shoulder to shoulder tape
silicone finish

Unisex T-shirt

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
 200 g/m2, S - 3XL (XL size available in colours 00, 01, 02, 03, 05, 06, 07, 94)

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton, silicone finish
 200 g/m2, XS - 5XL 

(4XL size available in colours 00, 01, 02, 05, 07; 5XL size in 00, 01)

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton, silicone finish
 200 g/m2, XS - 3XL

* Material composition may differ: colour 03 - 97 % cotton, 3 % viscose; colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose

New colour. More information about stock availability will be provided by our sales department.

two-colour design
cut with side seams
horizontal dividing seam with sewed stripe
1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
fixing shoulder to shoulder tape

Unisex T-shirt

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
200 g/m2, S - 3XL

cut with side seams
neckline and sleeves trimmed with 1:1 rib knit fabric in contrast colour
fixing shoulder seams

Unisex T-shirt

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
180 g/m2, S - 3XL
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PURE 122

GLANCE 141

00* 01 02 05*

04 07

DREAM 128

00* 01 02 05* 04 0744 9516

93 14 44

95

169262

96 11A1 40 64

00* 01 02 05* 0793 44 951662 96 40 64

15 11 40 64

A2

87

NEW COLOUR

WOMEN’S

SILICONE

ELASTANE

WOMEN’S

ELASTANE

WOMEN’S

NEW COLOUR

12*

12**

12**

CITY 120

LOVE 123

00* 01 02 0795

00* 01 02 05*

07

44 92 96

40

5915

47

62 304043

A2

NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOUR

WOMEN’S

SILICONE

ELASTANE

WOMEN’S

12*
03*

16

3043

95

slight fit cut with side seams
neckline trimmed with shell fabric
fixing shoulder seams
shorter sleeves
silicone finish

Ladies T-shirt

stretch fabric for better dimensional stability
slim fit cut with side seams
narrow neckline hem from shell fabric
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
short fitting sleeves

Ladies T-shirt

* Material composition may differ: colour 3 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose, colour 12 -**80 % cotton, 15 % viscose, 5 % elastane

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton, silicone finish
150 g/m2, XS - 3XL (3XL size available in colours 00, 01, 02, 07, 12)

Single Jersey, 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane
180 g/m2, XS - 2XL

stretch fabric for better dimensional stability
slim fit cut with side seams
V-neckline
neckline trimmed with shell fabric
short raglan sleeves

Ladies T-shirt

Single Jersey, 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane
180 g/m2, XS - 3XL (3XL size available in colours 00, 01)

New colour. More information about stock availability will be provided by our sales department.

loose cut with side seams
wide bottom hem of shell fabric
neckline trimmed with shell fabric
fixing shoulder seams
shorter sleeves
silicone finish

Ladies T-shirt

loose cut with side seams
lenght below hip line
boat neckline
neckline trimmed with shell fabric
kimono sleeves
drying horizontally recommended

Ladies T-shirt

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton, silicone finish
150 g/m2, XS - 3XL (3XL size available in colours 00, 01)

Single Jersey, 95 % viscose, 5 % elastane
170 g/m2, XS - 2XL

Fine and strong, yet elastic polyurethane fiber. The key feature is its high elasticity, as elastane can be stretched 
out  from  three up to seven times of  its original length - without breaking. It is always used in combination with 
other fibers to ensure dimensional stability, increase elasticity and reduce the wrinkling of the final fabric.

ELASTANE

New colour. More information about stock availability will be provided by our sales department.

* Material composition may differ: colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose
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SAILOR 803

SAILOR 804

SAILOR 805

02

02

02

FAMILY

FAMILY

WOMEN’S

FAMILY

KIDS

UNISEX SAILOR LS 807

SAILOR TOP 806

02

02

UNISEX

WOMEN’S

ELASTANE

00
*

00

00
*

00

00
*

00

00
*

00

00
*

00

white and navy blue stripes
cut with side seams
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams

Unisex T-shirt

white and navy blue stripes
slight fit cut with side seams
deeper round neckline
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
shorter sleeves

Ladies T-shirt

white and navy blue stripes
cut with side seams
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams

Kids T-shirt

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
4 years/110 cm, 6 y./122 cm, 8 y./134 cm, 10 y./146 cm, 12 y./158 cm

150 g/m2

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
150 g/m2, XS - 2XL

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
150 g/m2, XS - 2XL

white and navy blue stripes
stretch fabric for better dimensional stability
neckline trimmed with 1:1 rib knit fabric with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
long sleeves

Unisex T-shirt

white and navy blue stripes
stretch fabric for better dimensional stability
slim fit cut with side seams
deeper round neckline
neckline and armholes trimmed with shell fabric
wider straps

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
150 g/m2, XS - 3XL

Single Jersey, 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane
180 g/m2, XS - 2XL

Ladies top
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CAMOUFLAGE 144

CAMO PURE C22

CAMOUFLAGE 149

32 33 34

32 33 34

32 33 34

FAMILY

FAMILY

WOMEN’S

FAMILY

KIDS

UNISEX

SILICONE

C1

C1

C1

NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOUR

cut with side seams
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
fixing shoulder to shoulder tape in camouflage colour

Unisex T-shirt

slight fit cut with side seams
neckline trimmed with shell fabric
fixing shoulder seams
shorter sleeves
silicone finish

Ladies T-shirt

cut with side seams
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a tape in camouflage colour
fixing shoulder seams

Kids T-shirt

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
4 years/110 cm, 6 y./122 cm, 8 y./134 cm, 10 y./146 cm, 12 y./158 cm

160 g/m2

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
160 g/m2, XS - 3XL

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton, silicone finish
150 g/m2, XS - 2XL

New colour. More information about stock availability will be provided by our sales department.
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TRIUMPH 136CAMO TRIUMPH C36

00* 01 02 05*

04 07

CORE 142

00* 01 02 05*

14 44

95

169262

96 40 64

32 33 34 12*

WOMEN’S

ELASTANE

WOMEN’S

ELASTANE

MEN’S

12**

CAMOUFLAGE LS 166

32 33 34

UNISEX

stretch fabric for better dimensional stability
slim fit cut with side seams
deeper round neckline
neckline and armholes trimmed with shell fabric
wider straps

Ladies top

stretch fabric for better dimensional stability
slim fit cut with side seams
deeper round neckline
neckline and armholes trimmed with shell fabric
wider straps

Ladies top

Material composition may differ: colour 12 - **85 % cotton, 15 % viscose, *80 % cotton, 15 % viscose, 5 % elastane

Single Jersey, 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane
180 g/m2, XS - 2XL

Single Jersey, 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane
180 g/m2, XS - 2XL

tubular cut
neckline and armholes trimmed with shell fabric
fixing shoulder seams

Men’s top

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
160 g/m2, S - 2XL

cut with side seams
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a tape in 01 colour
long raglan sleeves in camouflage colour

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
160 g/m2, XS - 3XL

Unisex T-shirt
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FIT-T LS 119

FIT-T LS 169

FIT-T LS 121

00* 12* 01 02 05* 44 290609 16 0427 07

00* 12* 01 02 05* 44 0609 16 0427 07 63

00* 12* 01 05* 44 09 07 6362

FAMILY

FAMILY

WOMEN’S

FAMILY

KIDS

MEN’S

slim fit cut with side seams
neckline trimmed with 1:1 rib knit fabric
fixing shoulder seams
long sleeves

Men’s T-shirt

slight fit cut with side seams
deeper round neckline
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
long sleeves

Ladies T-shirt

cut with side seams
neckline trimmed with 1:1 rib knit fabric
fixing shoulder seams
long sleeves

Kids T-shirt

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
4 years/110 cm, 6 y./122 cm, 8 y./134 cm, 10 y./146 cm, 12 y./158 cm

160 g/m2

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
160 g/m2, XS - 3XL (3XL size available in colours 00, 01, 02)

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
160 g/m2, XS - 3XL (3XL size available in colours 00, 01)

* Material composition may differ: colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose
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SLIM 139

ELEGANCE 127

00* 01 02 07

00* 01 02 05*

07

4415 39

43

12* 93 95 04

63 4043

12* 05* 14 59 92 63

WOMEN’S

ELASTANE

WOMEN’S

ELASTANE

LONG SLEEVE 112

STREET LS 130

0107
00* 01

00
*12* 05*00

*

02

14

06

01

23

67

UNISEX

MEN’S

00 07 00

14 01 67

stretch fabric for better dimensional stability
slim fit cut with side seams
neckline trimmed with shell fabric
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
long sleeves

Ladies T-shirt

stretch fabric for better dimensional stability
slim fit cut with side seams
V-neckline
neckline trimmed with shell fabric
long raglan sleeves

Ladies T-shirt

* Material composition may differ: colour 12 - 80 % cotton, 15 % viscose, 5 % elastane

 Single Jersey, 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane
180 g/m2, XS - 3XL (3XL size available in colours 00, 01)

Single Jersey, 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane
180 g/m2, XS - 3XL (3XL size available in colours 00, 01)

slight fit cut with side seams
neckline trimmed with shell fabric
fixing shoulder seams
shorter sleeves
silicone finish

two-colour design (except colour 00, 01)
cut with side seams
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
long raglan sleeves with cuffs
1:1 rib knit cuff with 5 % elastane

Men’s T-shirt

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
180 g/m2, M - 3XL

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
180 g/m2, M - 2XL

Unisex T-shirt

* Material composition may differ: colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose
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Soon after the first plain T-shirts, ones with collars 
came in early 20th century. Designed to replace the 
impractical white shirts as the standard for sports 
clothing, various version of these collared T-shirts 
enjoyed great success in sports like golf, tennis 

or polo, which gave them the name – polo shirts. 
Eventually, these became common even outside 
sports, becoming a fixture in every wardrobe, and a 
pillar of the “smart casual” style.

POLO SHIRTS
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PIQUE POLO 203

PIQUE POLO 210

PIQUE POLO 222

00* 03* 12* 67 94 01 02 05* 14 15 44

95

0609

1639 92 9604 11083827 07 64

00* 12* 94 01 02 05* 14 15 44

9506 1692 04 1127 07 30 6496 40

00* 12* 01 02 05* 15 44 92 04 07 30 64

20 59

40

20 59

39

69*87

A2

87

A2

09

MEN’S

FAMILY

NEW COLOUR

FAMILY

WOMEN’S

FAMILY

KIDS

NEW COLOUR

03*

New colour. More information about stock availability will be provided by our sales department.

cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar and sleeve hems with double relief stripe
placket with 3 buttons in the shell fabric colour
inner neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams

Men’s Polo Shirt

slight fit cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar and sleeve hems with double relief stripe
narrow placket with 5 buttons in the shell fabric colour
inner neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams

Ladies Polo Shirt

* Material composition may differ: colour 03 - 97 % cotton, 3 % viscose; colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose

cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar and sleeve hems with double relief stripe
narrow placket with 3 buttons in the shell fabric colour
inner neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams

Kids Polo Shirt

Pique, 65 % cotton, 35 % polyester
200 g/m2, S - 5XL 

(4XL size available in colours 00, 01, 02, 04, 05, 06, 07, 09, 11, 12, 15, 94; 5XL in 00, 01)

Pique, 65 % cotton, 35 % polyester
200 g/m2, XS - 3XL  (3XL size available in colours 00, 01, 07)

Pique, 65 % cotton, 35 % polyester
4 years/110 cm, 6 y./122 cm, 8 y./134 cm, 10 y./146 cm, 12 y./158 cm

200 g/m2
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URBAN 219

URBAN 220

00* 12* 01 02 05* 14 15 44 06 92 04 11 07

02

00
*
00

*
00

*
00

*
00

*
00

*
00

*
00

*
00

*
00

*
00

*
00

*
00* 12* 01 02 05* 14 15 44 06 92 04 11 07

02

00
*
00

*
00

*
00

*
00

*
00

*
00

*
00

*
00

*
00

*
00

*
00

*

02 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

02 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

DUO

DUO

SINGLE J. LS 211

PIQUE POLO LS 221

00* 94 01 02 14 07

00* 12* 94 01 02 05* 14 06 07

MEN’S

MEN’S

* Material composition may differ: colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose* Material composition may differ: colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose

cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar and sleeve hems with a contrast stripe
placket with 3 buttons in the shell fabric colour
inner neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams

Men’s Polo Shirt

slight fit cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar and sleeve hems with a contrast stripe
narrow placket with 5 buttons in the shell fabric colour
inner neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams

Ladies Polo Shirt

Pique, 65 % cotton, 35 % polyester
200 g/m2, S - 3XL 

Pique, 65 % cotton, 35 % polyester
200 g/m2, XS - 2XL

cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar and sleeve cuffs
placket with 2 buttons in the shell fabric colour
inner neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
long sleeves ended by cuffs

Men’s Polo Shirt

cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar with double relief stripe
placket with 3 buttons in the shell fabric colour
inner neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
long sleeves

Men’s Polo Shirt

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
180 g/m2, S - 2XL

Pique, 65 % cotton, 35 % polyester
200 g/m2, S - 3XL
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COTTON 212

COTTON 213

00* 03* 12* 01 02 05* 15 44 06 39 04 07

00* 12* 01 02 05* 15 44 06 04 07 4039

62

03* 62

16 A2

16 A2

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

DUO

DUO

COTTON HEAVY 215

COTTON HEAVY 216

00* 01 02 05* 15 06 070412* 1644 A2

00* 01 02 05* 15 06 070412* 1644 A2

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

DUO

DUO

Men’s Polo Shirt

Ladies Polo Shirt

* Material composition may differ: colour 03 - 97 % cotton, 3 % viscose; colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose

SEPARATED POCKET FOR EASY BRANDING
The pockets of these polos are delivered separately, allowing easy branding on them.
Printing and embroidery has never been easier.

cut with slits in the side seams
1:1 rib knit collar and sleeve hems
placket with 3 buttons in the shell fabric colour
inner neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
separated pocket for easy branding

slight fit cut with slits in side seams
1:1 rib knit collar and sleeve hems
narrow placket with 5 buttons in the shell fabric colour
inner neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
separated pocket for easy branding

Pique, 100 % cotton
170 g/m2, S - 3XL

Pique, 100 % cotton
170 g/m2, XS - 2XL

Men’s Polo Shirt

Ladies Polo Shirt

cut with slits in the side seams
1:1 rib knit collar and sleeve hems
placket with 3 buttons in the shell fabric colour
inner neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams

slight fit cut with slits in side seams
1:1 rib knit collar and sleeve hems
narrow placket with 5 buttons in the shell fabric colour
inner neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams

Pique, 100 % cotton
220 g/m2, S - 3XL

Pique, 100 % cotton
220 g/m2, XS - 2XL

* Material composition may differ: colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose
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SINGLE J. 202

SINGLE J. 223

00* 03* 12* 01 02 05* 15 44 06 39 04

07

00* 12* 01 02 05* 15 44 06 04 07 40

14 09 92

96

08

11 13

92 96

MEN’S

SILICONE

SILICONE

WOMEN’S

DUO

DUO

Men’s Polo Shirt

Ladies Polo Shirt

* Material composition may differ: colour 03 - 97 % cotton, 3 % viscose; colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose

cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar
placket with 2 buttons in the shell fabric colour
inner neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
silicone finish

slight fit cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar
narrow placket with 4 buttons in the shell fabric colour
inner neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
silicone finish

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton, silicone finish
180 g/m2, XS - 2XL

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton, silicone finish
180 g/m2, S - 3XL  (3XL size available in colours 00, 01, 02, 05, 07, 12)
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Shirt is one of the oldest articles of clothing still 
around. While originally part of the undergarments, 
by the end of the 18th century it was common at 
social events, and during the last century, shirts 

entered the ladies’ wardrobe as well. Modern 
designs combine various materials, from poplin and 
plain weave to patterned twill, with different cuts, 
all in order to reach perfect comfort.

SHIRTS
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CHIC 207

CHIC 214

00* 01 15 07

00* 01 15 07

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

DUO

DUO

STYLE LS 209

STYLE LS 229

00* 01 15 07

00* 01 15 07

STYLE 218

00* 01 15 07

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

DUO

DUO

WOMEN’S

Men’s Shirt

Ladies Shirt

regular fit cut with side seams
back part with a double yoke and folds
two-piece shirt collar
front parts finished by placket
patch breast pocket
buttons in the shell fabric colour (1 spare extra)

back part with a single yoke and darts
waist darts
breast decorated with tucks
two-piece open-neck shirt collar
front parts finished by placket
buttons in the shell fabric colour (1 spare extra)
curved bottom edge

Poplin, 100 % cotton
120 g/m2, S - 3XL

Poplin, 100 % cotton
120 g/m2, XS - 2XL

Men’s Shirt

Ladies Shirt

regular fit cut with side seams
back part with a double yoke and folds
two-piece shirt collar
front parts finished by placket
patch breast pocket
long sleeves with round cuffs and 1 button
buttons in the shell fabric colour (2 spare extra)

tailored fit cut with side seams
breast and waist darts
two-piece shirt collar
front parts finished by placket
long sleeves with angled cuffs and 2 buttons
buttons in the shell fabric colour (2 spare extra)
curved bottom edge

Poplin, 100 % cotton
125 g/m2, S - 3XL

Poplin, 100 % cotton
125 g/m2, XS - 2XL

Ladies Shirt

tailored fit cut with side seams
back part with darts
breast and waist darts
two-piece shirt collar
front parts finished by placket
3/4 sleeves with straight high cuffs and slits
buttons in the shell fabric colour (1 spare extra)
curved bottom edge

Poplin, 100 % cotton
125 g/m2, XS - 2XL
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In the 30’s, sweatshirts were designed to deal with 
practical concerns of manual labourers working 
in colder weather. Originally simply thicker, long-
sleeve T-shirts, they protected workers from 
the weather without limiting their movement or 

comfort. Sweatshirts enjoyed a boom starting 
in the 70’s as a part and symbol of the hip-hop 
culture, a tool for the lower classes to express 
themselves.

SWEATSHIRTS
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BREAK 840

BREAK 841

00* 01 02 04 07

00* 01 02 04 07

NEW PRODUCT

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

DUO

NEW PRODUCT

LABEL FREE

DUO

NEW PRODUCT

LABEL FREE

RECYCLED

RECYCLED

CERTIFIED BY INTERTEK 
149203-GRS

12

12

New product. In stock: First quarter of the year 2022.

certified recycled polyester
label free - ready for rebranding
straight cut with side seams
drawcord hood with lining
inner back neckline with a shell colour tape
kangaroo patch pockets
2:2 rib knit bottom hem and cuffs with 5 % elastane

Men’s Sweatshirt

Ladies Sweatshirt

French terry, unbrushed inner side
80 % cotton, 20 % recycled polyester

280 g/m2, S - 3XL

certified recycled polyester
label free - ready for rebranding
straight cut with side seams
drawcord hood with lining
inner back neckline with a shell colour tape
kangaroo patch pockets
2:2 rib knit bottom hem and cuffs with 5 % elastane

French terry, unbrushed inner side
80 % cotton, 20 % recycled polyester

280 g/m2, XS - 2XL

The fibers are made by recycling consumer plastics (PET bottles, polyester clothing and other waste material). 
The advantage is the consumption of less energy during production and they leave a lower carbon footprint.

RECYCLED POLYESTER
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TRENDY ZIPPER 410

TRENDY ZIPPER 411

00*

TRENDY ZIPPER 412

12* 01 0602 05* 44 62 07

40

00* 01 05* 44 62 07 40

1636

00* 12* 01 0602 05* 44 62 071636

MEN’S

NEW COLOUR

FAMILY

WOMEN’S

KIDS

NEW COLOUR

FAMILY

FAMILY

NEW COLOUR

CAPE 413

CAPE 414

00* 12* 01 02 05* 04 0706

40

44 1636

00* 12* 01 02 05* 04 070644 1636

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

DUO

DUO

NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOUR

67

67

0467

0467

03

03

03

03

straight cut with side seams
full-length molded zipper
drawcord hood with lining
inner back neckline with a contrast tape
kangaroo patch pockets
2:2 rib knit bottom hem and cuffs with 5 % elastane
brushed inner side

Men’s Sweatshirt

slight fit cut with side seams
full-length molded zipper
drawcord hood with lining
inner back neckline with a shell colour tape
kangaroo patch pockets
2:2 rib knit bottom hem and cuffs with 5 % elastane
brushed inner side

Ladies Sweatshirt

French terry, inner brushed
65 % cotton, 35 % polyester

300 g/m2, S - 3XL

French terry, inner brushed
65 % cotton, 35 % polyester

300 g/m2, XS - 2XL

straight cut with side seams
full-length molded zipper
hood with lining without drawcord
inner back neckline with a contrast tape
kangaroo patch pockets
2:2 rib knit bottom hem and cuffs with 5 % elastane
brushed inner side

Kids Sweatshirt

French terry, inner brushed
65 % cotton, 35 % polyester

300 g/m2, 6 years/122 cm, 8 y./134 cm, 10 y./146 cm, 12 y./158 cm

New colour. More information about stock availability will be provided by our sales department.New colour. More information about stock availability will be provided by our sales department.

Men’s Sweatshirt

Ladies Sweatshirt

straight cut with side seams
drawcord hood with lining
inner back neckline with a shell colour tape
kangaroo patch pocket
2:2 rib knit bottom hem and cuffs with 5 % elastane
brushed inner side

slight fit cut with side seams
drawcord hood with lining
inner back neckline with a shell colour tape
kangaroo patch pocket
2:2 rib knit bottom hem and cuffs with 5 % elastane
brushed inner side

French terry, inner brushed 
65 % cotton, 35 % polyester

320 g/m2, S - 3XL

French terry, inner brushed 
65 % cotton, 35 % polyester

320 g/m2, XS - 2XL

* Material composition may differ: colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose * Material composition may differ: colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose
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CAMO ZIPPER C19

CAMO ZIPPER C20

32 33 34

32 33 34

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

DUO

DUO

Men’s Sweatshirt

Ladies Sweatshirt

straight cut with side seams
full-length reverse coil zipper
drawcord hood with lining
inner back neckline with a tape
kangaroo patch pockets
2:2 rib knit bottom hem and cuffs with 5 % elastane
contrast elements
brushed inner side

slight fit cut with side seams
full-length reverse coil zipper
drawcord hood with lining
inner back neckline with a tape
kangaroo patch pockets
2:2 rib knit bottom hem and cuffs with 5 % elastane
contrast elements
brushed inner side

French terry, brushed inner side, 
65 % cotton, 35 % polyester

300 g/m2, S - 3XL

French terry, brushed inner side, 
65 % cotton, 35 % polyester

300 g/m2, XS - 2XL
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MERGER 415

MERGER 416

N1M3 M1 M2 M5 N6 M7 M8

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

DUO

DUO

N1M3 M1 M2 M5 N6 M7 M8

ADVENTURE 407

VIVA 409

12* 01 02 05* 0706

00* 01 02 05* 0706

09

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

DUO

DUO

12**

ELASTANE

ESSENTIAL 406

00* 01 02 05* 070667 1169*

MEN’S

KIDS

NEW COLOUR

0403 12

NEW COLOUR

Men’s Sweatshirt

Ladies Sweatshirt

straight cut with side seams
inner back neckline with a shell colour tape
raglan sleeves with double stitching
1:1 rib knit bottom hem, cuffs and neckline with 5 % elastane
suitable for sublimation (light colours)
unbrushed inner side

slight fit cut with side seams
inner back neckline with a shell colour tape
raglan sleeves with double stitching
1:1 rib knit bottom hem, cuffs and neckline with 5 % elastane
suitable for sublimation (light colours)
unbrushed inner side

French terry, unbrushed, 
65 % polyester, 35 % cotton

280 g/m2, S - 3XL

French terry, unbrushed, 
65 % polyester, 35 % cotton

280 g/m2, XS - 2XL

Men’s Sweatshirt

Ladies Sweatshirt

Material composition may differ: colour 12 - * 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose; ** 64 % cotton, 33 % polyester, 3 % elastane

straight cut with side parts
full-length metal zipper
2:2 rib knit stand up collar and side parts with 5 % elastane
inner neckline with a contrast tape
kangaroo patch pockets
2:2 rib knit bottom hem, cuffs and pocket hems with 5 % elastane
brushed inner side

stretch fabric for better dimensional stability
cut fitted by side parts
full-length silver coil zipper
2:2 rib knit stand up collar and side parts with 5 % elastane
inner neckline with a shell colour tape
kangaroo patch pockets
2:2 rib knit bottom hem, cuffs and pocket hems with 5 % elastane
brushed inner side

French terry, inner brushed 
65 % cotton, 35 % polyester

300 g/m2, S - 3XL

French terry, inner brushed 
97 % cotton, 3 % elastaner

300 g/m2, XS - 2XL

Men’s/Kids Sweatshirt

straight cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit bottom hem, cuffs and neckline with 5 % elastane
brushed inner side

French terry, inner brushed 
65 % cotton, 35 % polyester

300 g/m2, S - 4XL (4XL size available in colours 01, 02, 12), 
10 years/146 cm, 12 years/158 cm

New colour. More information about stock availability will be provided by our sales department.
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Half-way through the 20th century, first 
concerns with the sustainability of the 
textile industry came up – and with them, the 
invention of fibers from recycled plastics, like 
polyester, polyamide and elastane. They were 

quickly developed for many applications, and 
fleece was among those. Popular for sports and 
outdoor activities as an isolating, heating layer, 
fleece also gained recognition for use in standalone 
comfort clothing.

FLEECE
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RECYCLED

RECYCLED

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

NEW PRODUCT

LABEL FREE

NEW PRODUCT

LABEL FREE

SHIFT 850

SHIFT 851

NEW PRODUCT

00* 01 M1 M3 M9

DUO

DUO

00* 01 M1 M3 M9

New product. In stock: First quarter of the year 2022.

certified recycled polyester
label free - ready for rebranding
full-length reverse coil zipper
inner neckline with a tape
zip pockets
decorative stitching
contrast elements

Ladies micro fleece

Micro fleece, 100 % recycled polyester
300 g/m2, S - 3XL

Men’s micro fleece

certified recycled polyester
label free - ready for rebranding
slight fit cut with side seams
full-length reverse coil zipper
inner neckline with a tape
zip pockets
decorative stitching
contrast elements

Micro fleece, 100 % recycled polyester
300 g/m2, XS - 2XL
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FROSTY 527

FROSTY 528

00*

FROSTY 529

01 02 05* 44 0724 92

00* 01 02 05* 44 0724 92 40

00* 02 44 0792 40

MEN’S

FAMILY

FAMILY

WOMEN’S

FAMILY

KIDS

ANTIPILLING

ANTIPILLING

ANTIPILLING

94 94 94 94 94 94 94 94

94 94 94 94 94 94 94 94 94

94 94 94 94 94 94

94 9494 94 94 94 94 94

94 9494 94 94 94 94 94 94

94 94 94 94 94 94

EXIT 525

HORIZON 520

00* 01 02 05* 44 0724 92 40

ANTIPILLING

ANTIPILLING

UNISEX

MEN’S

94 94 94 94 94 94 94 94 94

67 94 01 02 05* 1662 07

94 94 94 94 94 94 94 94 94

PRACTIC 519

00* 01 02 05*36 11

ANTIPILLING

UNISEX

23

insulating fabric
full-length coil zipper with chin protection
pockets with coil zipper
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
decorative stitching
antipilling finish on the outer side

Men’s Fleece

insulating fabric
slight fit cut
full-length coil zipper with chin protection
pockets with coil zipper
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
decorative stitching
antipilling finish on the outer side

Ladies Fleece

Fleece, 100 % polyester, antipilling finish
220 g/m2, S - 4XL

Fleece, 100 % polyester, antipilling finish
220 g/m2, XS - 3XL

insulating fabric
full-length coil zipper with chin protection
pockets with coil zipper
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
decorative stitching
antipilling finish on the outer side

Kids Fleece

Fleece, 100 % polyester, antipilling finish
220 g/m2, 6 years/122 cm, 8 y.134 cm,10 y./146 cm, 12 y./158 cm

insulating fabric
full-length coil zipper with chin protection
pockets with coil zipper
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
decorative stitching
antipilling finish on the outer side

Unisex Fleece Vest

insulating fabric
short molded zipper
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
sleeve hems with elastic band
antipilling finish on the outer side

Men’s Fleece

Fleece, 100 % polyester, antipilling finish
220 g/m2, XS - 3XL

Fleece, 100 % polyester, antipilling finish
280 g/m2, S - 3XL

2 in 1 - hat and neckwarmer
insulating fabric
adjustable by a drawstring in 01 colour on one side
decorative stitching
antipilling finish on the outer side

Unisex Fleece Hat

Fleece, 100 % polyester, antipilling finish
240 g/m2, universal
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Clothes meant for the outdoors need to have 
mechanical durability, wind and water resistance 
with good thermal isolation – while also being 
breathable. The breakthrough combining all of 
these is softshell material, introduced in the 70’s. 

Thanks to its universal properties, it replaces 
layered clothing approach. Softshell is constructed 
to balance all requirements, and offers perfect 
protection against the weather.

OUTDOOR
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VALLEY 536

VALLEY 537

01 02 0736

MEN’S

DUO

SOFTSHELL

WINDPROOF

WATERPROOF

BREATHABLE

DUO

SOFTSHELL

WINDPROOF

WATERPROOF

BREATHABLE

WOMEN’S

ELASTANE

ELASTANE

01 02 0736

Men’s Softshell Jacket

Ladies Softshell Jacket

3-layer softshell with membrane
shoulder yokes
full-length reverse coil zipper with chin protection
sleeve hems adjustable by velcro
pockets with reverse coil zipper
inner breast zip pocket 
inner zip pocket with access for branding
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
curved and slightly prolonged back part 
reflective elements
inner fleece with antipilling finish

3-layer softshell with membrane
slight fit cut
shoulder yokes
full-length reverse coil zipper with chin protection
sleeve hems adjustable by velcro
pockets with reverse coil zipper
inner breast zip pocket 
inner zip pocket with access for branding
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
curved and slightly prolonged back part 
reflective elements
inner fleece with antipilling finish

Softshell: 94 % polyester, 6 % elastane; TPU membrane; micro fleece, 
100 % polyester, waterproof 14 000 mm, breathable 2 000 g/m²/24h

300 g/m2, S - 3XL

Softshell: 94 % polyester, 6 % elastane; TPU membrane; micro fleece, 
100 % polyester, waterproof 14 000 mm, breathable 2 000 g/m²/24h

300 g/m2, XS - 2XL
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PERFORMANCE 522

PERFORMANCE 521

01 02 05* 07

00*

36 62

01 02 05* 0736 62

MEN’S

SOFTSHELL

WINDPROOF

WATERPROOF

BREATHABLE

SOFTSHELL

WINDPROOF

WATERPROOF

BREATHABLE

WOMEN’S

FAMILY

FAMILY

ELASTANE

ELASTANE

PERFORMANCE 535

01 02 05* 0736 62

SOFTSHELL

WINDPROOF

WATERPROOF

BREATHABLE

FAMILY

KIDS

ELASTANE

3-layer softshell with membrane
full-length reverse coil zipper with chin protection
removable hood
sleeve hems adjustable by velcro
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
pockets with reverse coil zipper
breast pocket
inner breast zip pocket with access for branding
curved and slightly prolonged back part
contrast elements (except 01 colour)
inner fleece with antipilling finish

Men’s Softshell Jacket

3-layer softshell with membrane
slight fit cut
full-length reverse coil zipper with chin protection
removable hood
sleeve hems adjustable by velcro
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
pockets with reverse coil zipper
breast pocket
inner breast zip pocket with access for branding
curved and slightly prolonged back part
contrast elements (except 01 colour)
inner fleece with antipilling finish

Ladies Softshell Jacket

Softshell: 94 % polyester, 6 % elastane; TPU membrane; Micro fleece, 
100 % polyester, waterproof 14 000 mm, breathable 2 000 g/m²/24h

300 g/m², S - 3XL

Softshell: 94 % polyester, 6 % elastane; TPU membrane; Micro fleece, 
100 % polyester, waterproof 14 000 mm, breathable 2 000 g/m²/24h

300 g/m², XS - 2XL

3-layer softshell with membrane
full-length reverse coil zipper with chin protection
removable hood
sleeve hems adjustable by velcro
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
pockets with reverse coil zipper
breast pockets
inner breast zip pocket with access for branding
curved and slightly prolonged back part
contrast elements (except 01 colour)
inner fleece with antipilling finish

Kids Softshell Jacket

Softshell: 94 % polyester, 6 % elastane; TPU membrane; Micro fleece, 
100 % polyester, waterproof 14 000 mm, breathable 2 000 g/m²/24h

300 g/m2, 6 years/122 cm, 8 y.134 cm,10 y./146 cm, 12 y./158 cm
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PACIFIC 3 in 1 533 PACIFIC 3 in 1 534

01 0736 44

DUO

WINDPROOF

WATERPROOF

BREATHABLE

ANTIPILLING

3 IN 1 

01 0736 44

multipurpose use 3 in 1

Upper jacket: 
slight fit cut
waterproof zipper with chin protection
removable hood with reinforced peak
hood and bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
adjustable sleeve hems with velcro
welt pockets with reverse coil zipper
breast pocket
taped seams
access for branding in side lining
contrast elements

Inner fleece:
removable inner fleece jacket
full-length molded zipper
welt pockets
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
contrast elements
antipilling finish on both sides

jacket ladies

Upper jacket: plain weave, 100 % polyester,  inner TPU white
lamination, waterproof 8 000 mm, breathable 5 000 g/m²/24 h.

130 g/m²
Inner fleece: 100 % polyester, antipilling finish on both sides

220 g/m2, S - 3XL

multipurpose use 3 in 1

Upper jacket: 
waterproof zipper with chin protection
removable hood with reinforced peak
hood and bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
sleeve hems adjustable by velcro
welt pockets with reverse coil zipper
breast pocket
taped seams
access for branding in side lining
contrast elements

Inner fleece:
removable inner fleece jacket
full-length molded zipper
welt pockets
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
contrast elements
antipilling finish on both sides

jacket Men’s

Upper jacket: plain weave, 100 % polyester,  inner TPU white
lamination, waterproof 8 000 mm, breathable 5 000 g/m²/24 h.

130 g/m²
Inner fleece: 100 % polyester, antipilling finish on both sides

220 g/m2, S - 3XL
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NANO 531

NANO 532

NANOTEX® RESISTS SPILLS

MEN’S

DUO

SOFTSHELL

WINDPROOF

WATERPROOF

BREATHABLE

DUO

SOFTSHELL

WINDPROOF

WATERPROOF

BREATHABLE

WOMEN’S

01 02 0736

01 01624444 62 0101

01 02 0736

01 01624444 62 0101

Men’s Softshell Jacket

Ladies Softshell Jacket

3-layer softshell with membrane
impressive softshell texture
Nanotex® finish preventing water penetration
full-length coil zipper with flap
drawstring hood
hood and sleeve hems adjustable by velcro
pockets with reverse coil zipper
breast pocket
curved and slightly prolonged back part
contrast elements

3-layer softshell with membrane
impressive softshell texture
Nanotex® finish preventing water penetration
slight fit cut
full-length coil zipper with flap
drawstring hood
hood and sleeve hems adjustable by velcro
pockets with reverse coil zipper
breast pocket
curved and slightly prolonged back part
contrast elements

Softshell: 100 % polyester, Nanotex® finish; TPU membrane; perforated micro fleece, 
100 % polyester, waterproof 5 000 mm, breathable 600 g/m²/24h

280 g/m2, S - 3XL

Softshell: 100 % polyester, Nanotex® finish; TPU membrane; perforated micro fleece, 
100 % polyester, waterproof 5 000 mm, breathable 600 g/m²/24h

280 g/m2, XS - 2XL

Certified fabric which has been fundamentally transformed through nanotechnology. The 
resulting fabric repels liquids, thus extending the lifetime of the jacket and helping it retain the 
natural softness and breathability. When a liquid comes into contact with the fabric, rather than 
sinking into the fibers, the fluid beads roll right off the surface without leaving a mark.
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COOL 515

COOL 514

WINDY 524

01

44

02

62

92

36

07

36

44

36

01 02 05* 06 91 0790

MEN’S

DUO

SOFTSHELL

WINDPROOF

WATERPROOF

BREATHABLE

DUO

SOFTSHELL

WINDPROOF

WATERPROOF

BREATHABLE

WOMEN’S

WINDPROOF

UNISEX

44 62 36 3636

01

44

02

62

92

36

07

36

44

3644 62 36 3636

VISION 517

VISION 516

00*

BODY WARMER 509

01 02 07

00
*

01 02 06 07

36

62 6236

59

36 36

00* 01 02 0736

62 6236

59

36

MEN’S

DUO

DUO

WOMEN’S

SOFTSHELL

SOFTSHELL

MEN’S

ELASTANE

ELASTANE

62 6236 36 36

62 6236 00 36

3636 3636
01
01

01
01

3-layer softshell with membrane
full-length reverse coil zipper
hood and bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
sleeve hems adjustable by velcro
welt pockets with reverse coil zipper
breast pocket with the zip hidden in the dividing seam 
curved and slightly prolonged back part
contrast and reflective elements

Men’s Softshell Jacket

3-layer softshell with membrane
slight fit cut
full-length reverse coil zipper
hood and bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
sleeve hems adjustable by velcro
welt pockets with reverse coil zipper
breast pocket with the zip hidden in the dividing seam 
curved and slightly prolonged back part
contrast and reflective elements

Ladies Softshell Jacket

Softshell: 100 % polyester, TPU membrane
waterproof 5 000 mm, breathable 2 000 g/m²/24h

210 g/m², S - 3XL

Softshell: 100 % polyester, TPU membrane
waterproof 5 000 mm, breathable 2 000 g/m²/24h

210 g/m², S - 2XL

lightweight windproof fabric
full-length coil zipper
hidden hood in the collar
hood and bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
welt pockets
folds into separate small bag for easy carry

Unisex Coat

Plain weave, 100 % polyester, PA finish
S - 3XL

2-layer softshell
full-length coil zipper with chin protection
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
zip pockets hidden in dividing seams
contrast elements
inner fleece with antipilling finish

Men’s Softshell Vest

2-layer softshell
slight fit cut
full-length coil zipper with chin protection
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
zip pockets hidden in dividing seams
contrast elements
inner fleece with antipilling finish

Ladies Softshell Vest

Softshell: 94 % polyester, 6 % elastane; Fleece, 100 % polyester
280 g/m², S - 3XL

Softshell: 94 % polyester, 6 % elastane; Fleece, 100 % polyester
280 g/m², XS - 2XL

full-length molded zipper with chin protection
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
welt pockets
2 inner breast pockets
curved and slightly prolonged back part
access for branding in side lining
contrast elements
fleece lining with antipilling finish

Men’s Vest

Rip Stop, 100 % polyamide, inner silver coating; 
lining: Fleece, 100 % polyester, antipilling finish

300 g/m², S - 3XL
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Coats, shirts and uniforms used as sports clothes 
of the past century had strict rules for how, and 
from what, they were made. As sport became an 
integral part of the modern lifestyle, as an escape 
from the everpresent stress – a way to relax 

both body and mind – sports clothes changed. 
Comfortable, airy and functional are the new rules, 
leading to rising use of cutting-edge, quick-drying 
and breathable, fabrics.

ACTIVE
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RECYCLED

RECYCLED

CHANCE 810

CHANCE 811

00* 01

MEN’S

DUO

DUO

WOMEN’S

FLAT

FLAT

COOL

COOL

ELASTANE

EXTRA DRY

EXTRA DRY

NEW PRODUCT

LABEL FREE

NEW PRODUCT

LABEL FREE

NEW PRODUCT

M1 M2 M3 M9

00* 01 M1 M2 M3 M9

New product. In stock: First quarter of the year 2022.

certified recycled polyester
quick-drying fabric
label free - ready for rebranding
ideal for sport and leisure activities
flat shoulder seams
narrow neckline hem from shell fabric
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
decorative stitching
suitable for sublimation (light colours)

Men’s T-shirt

certified recycled polyester
quick-drying fabric
label free - ready for rebranding
ideal for sport and leisure activities
loose cut with side seams
flat shoulder seams
narrow neckline hem from shell fabric
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
kimono sleeves
decorative stitching
curved bottom edge
suitable for sublimation (light colours)

Ladies T-shirt

Interlock pique, 100 % recycled micro polyester 
140 g/m², S - 3XL

Interlock pique, 100 % recycled micro polyester 
140 g/m², XS - 2XL
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FANTASY 124

FANTASY 140

FANTASY 147

00* 01 02 05* 44 9516 04 0790 88 91

00* 01 02 05* 44 95 0790 88 91 89

00* 01 02 05* 44 9516 04 0790 88 91 89

MEN’S

FAMILY

FAMILY

WOMEN’S

FAMILY

KIDS

EXTRA DRY

EXTRA DRY

EXTRA DRY

quick-drying fabric
ideal for sport and leisure activities
cut with side seams
unusually designed neckline
fixing shoulder seams
suitable for sublimation (light colours)

Men’s T-shirt

quick-drying fabric
ideal for sport and leisure activities
slight fit cut with side seams
narrow neckline hem from shell fabric
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
suitable for sublimation (light colours)

Ladies T-shirt

quick-drying fabric
ideal for sport and leisure activities
cut with side seams
unusually designed neckline
fixing shoulder seams
suitable for sublimation (light colours)

Kids T-shirt

Interlock pique, 100 % polyester
150 g/m2, S - 3XL

Interlock pique, 100 % polyester
150 g/m2, XS - 2XL

Interlock pique, 100 % polyester
150 g/m2,  6 years/122 cm, 8 y./134 cm, 10 y./146 cm, 12 y./158 cm
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DESTINY 175

DESTINY 176

00* 01 02 05* 07889092

00* 01 02 05* 07889092 89

MEN’S

DUO

DUO

WOMEN’S

FLAT

FLAT

COOL

COOL

ELASTANE

ELASTANE

EXTRA DRY

EXTRA DRY

STICKER 

STICKER 

12

12

RACER 167

PRIDE 168

00* 36 01 44 07 8990

00* 36 01 44 0790

WOMEN’S

UNISEX

EXTRA DRY

EXTRA DRY

VICTORY 217

00* 01 0702 62

UNISEX

EXTRA DRY

Men’s T-shirt

Ladies T-shirt

smooth stretch quick-drying fabric
curved and slightly prolonged back part
ideal for sport and leisure activities
slim fit cut with side parts
decoratively stitched flat seams
narrow neckline hem from shell fabric
inner back neckline with a contrast tape
short raglan sleeves
removable sticker label

smooth stretch quick-drying fabric
curved and slightly prolonged back part
ideal for sport and leisure activities
slim fit cut with side parts
decoratively stitched flat seams
narrow neckline hem from shell fabric
inner back neckline with a contrast tape
short raglan sleeves
removable sticker label

Single Jersey, 95 % micro polyester, 5 % elastane
160 g/m², S - 3XL

Single Jersey, 95 % micro polyester, 5 % elastane
160 g/m², XS - 2XL

FLAT SEAMS 
Double-sided cover stitch which is completely flat to provide maximum comfort for the wearer.

smooth quick-drying fabric
slight fit cut with side seams
racerback
deeper round neckline
neckline and armholes trimmed with shell fabric
ideal for sport and leisure activities
suitable for sublimation (light colours)

Ladies Top

smooth quick-drying fabric
cut with side seams
neckline hem from shell fabric
fixing shoulder to shoulder tape
long sleeves
ideal for sport and leisure activities
suitable for sublimation (light colours)

Unisex T-shirt

Double Face, 100 % polyester
130 g/m2, XS - 2XL

Double Face, 100 % polyester
130 g/m2, XS - 4XL (4XL only in colour 00)

quick-drying fabric
ideal for sport and leisure activities
cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar
placket with 3 buttons in the shell fabric colour
inner neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
suitable for sublimation (light colours)

Unisex Polo Shirt

Interlock pique, 100 % polyester
150 g/m2, S - 3XL
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DIRECT 417

DIRECT 418

00* 01 02 07

00* 01 02 07

MEN’S

DUO

DUO

WOMEN’S

ELASTANE

ELASTANE

EXTRA DRY

EXTRA DRY

STICKER 

STICKER 

12

12

STICKER LABEL

WARM

WARM

stretch fleece Men’s

stretch fleece ladies

smooth stretch quick-drying fabric
ideal for sport and leisure activities
straight cut with side parts
full-length reverse coil zipper
hood with chin protection
inner neckline with a tape
raglan sleeves
zip pockets
trimmed by elastic stripe
curved and slightly prolonged back part
contrast elements (except 01 colour)
removable sticker label

smooth stretch quick-drying fabric
ideal for sport and leisure activities
cut fitted by side parts
full-length reverse coil zipper
hood with chin protection
inner neckline with a tape
raglan sleeves
zip pockets
trimmed by elastic stripe
curved and slightly prolonged back part
contrast elements (except 01 colour)
removable sticker label

Stretch fleece, 95 % micro polyester, 5 % elastane
240 g/m², S - 3XL

Stretch fleece, 95 % micro polyester, 5 % elastane
240 g/m², XS - 2XL

Label in a form of a sticker. Can be easily taken off.
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REST 614

REST 615

00* 01

NEW PRODUCT

02 0712*

00* 01 02 0712*

MEN’S

DUO

DUO

WOMEN’S

NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

* Material composition may differ: colour 12 - 75 % cotton, 25 % viscose
New product. In stock: First quarter of the year 2022.

ideal for sport and leisure activities
slightly narrowed leg cut
2:2 rib knit waistband with 5 % elastane, adjustable by drawcord
slant pockets
2:2 rib knit bottom hem with 5 % elastane
decorative stitching
unbrushed inner side

Men’s Sweatpants

Ladies Sweatpants

French terry, unbrushed inner side
80 % cotton, 20 % polyester

280 g/m², S - 3XL

ideal for sport and leisure activities
slightly narrowed leg cut
2:2 rib knit waistband with 5 % elastane, adjustable by drawcord
slant pockets
2:2 rib knit bottom hem with 5 % elastane
decorative stitching
unbrushed inner side

French terry, unbrushed inner side
80 % cotton, 20 % polyester

280 g/m², XS - 2XL
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BREEZE 820

MILES 612

MILES 613

00* 01 02 05* 07

00* 01 02 05* 07

00* 01 02 05* 07

MEN’S

EXTRA DRY

EXTRA DRY

KIDS

MEN’S

EXTRA DRY

12

12

COMFORT 607

COMFORT 608

COMFY 611

00* 01 02 05*

00* 01 02 05* 0712*

01 02 05*12*

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

KIDS

FAMILY

FAMILY

MEN’S

12*

waterproof, breathable, fluorescent fabric
ideal for sport and leisure activities
cut with side seams
shoulder seams forwarded to the front part
neckline hem from shell fabric 
armholes trimmed with shell fabric
suitable for sublimation (light colours)

Top Men’s

quick-drying fabric
ideal for sport and leisure activities
above knee lenght
elastic waistband, adjustable with drawcord
small inner pocket
side-seam pockets
suitable for sublimation (light colours)

Shorts Men’s

quick-drying fabric
ideal for sport and leisure activities
above knee lenght
elastic waistband, adjustable with drawcord
small inner pocket
side-seam pockets
suitable for sublimation (light colours)

Shorts Kids

Interlock pique, 100 % polyester
150 g/m2, XS - 2XL

Interlock pique, 100 % micro polyester
150 g/m2, S - 3XL

Interlock pique, 100 % micro polyester
150 g/m2, 6 years/122 cm, 8 y./134 cm, 10 y./146 cm, 12 y./158 cm

Men’s/kids Sweatpants

Ladies Pants

Men’s Shorts

ideal for sport and leisure activities
open bottom hems
elastic waistband, adjustable by drawcord
side-seam pockets

ideal for sport and leisure activities
open bottom hems
wide elastic waistband, adjustable by drawcord

French terry, unbrushed inner side
65 % cotton, 35 % polyester

300 g/m², S - 3XL, 10 years/146 cm, 12 years/158 cm

French terry, unbrushed inner side
65 % cotton, 35 % polyester

300 g/m², XS - 2XL

ideal for sport and leisure activities
open bottom hems
elastic waistband, adjustable by drawcord
side-seam welt pockets

French terry, unbrushed inner side
65 % cotton, 35 % polyester

300 g/m², S - 3XL

* Material composition may differ: colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose
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BALANCE 610

LEISURE 603

TWO IN ONE 604

00* 01 02

00* 01 0212*

00* 01 02 0712*

WOMEN’S

ELASTANE

WOMEN’S

ELASTANE

WOMEN’S

ELASTANE

Ladies Leggings

Ladies Pants

Ladies Skirt

* Material composition may differ: colour 12 - 80 % cotton, 15 % viscose, 5 % elastane

stretch fabric for better dimensional stability
ideal for sport and leisure activities
slim fit cut without side seams
elastic waistband

stretch fabric for better dimensional stability
ideal for sport and leisure activities
open bottom hems
wide elastic waistband
slant pockets
bottom hem with elastic band

2 in 1 - skirt with sewn-in shorts
stretch fabric for better dimensional stability
ideal for sport and leisure activities
short cut in the “A” shape
wide elastic waistband, adjustable by drawcord

Single Jersey, 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane
190 g/m2, XS - 3XL

Single Jersey, 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane
200 g/m2, XS - 2XL

Single Jersey, 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane
200 g/m2, XS - XL
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A trend that is with us for over 150 years, first 
head covers with a visor were a part of baseball 
uniforms, protecting the players from the sun 
glare. These caps, with the team logo, first spread 

among the fans, then quickly into the wardrobes 
of millions. Today, caps come in many shapes and 
sizes – straight or arched visor – but they are still 
trendy as ever.

CAPS & SCARFS
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6P 305

6P KIDS 303

5P 307

00* 67 01 02 05* 14 15 44 0609 163962 04 1108 1307 43

00* 01 02 05* 15 9262 04 11 07 30 64

00* 01 02 05* 14 16 0408 07

A2

0609 1125 4467

UNISEX

KIDS

UNISEX

25 92

Unisex Cap

Kids Cap

Unisex Cap

six-panel design
bonded 2 front panels
stitched, slightly curved peak
embroidered air holes
sweatband
size adjustable by brass clip

six-panel design
bonded 2 front panels
stitched, slightly curved peak
embroidered air holes
sweatband
size adjustable by velcro

Brushed twill, 100 % cotton
340 g/m2, adjustable

Brushed twill, 100 % cotton
340 g/m2, adjustable

five-panel design
bonded front panel
stitched, slightly curved peak
embroidered air holes
sweatband
size adjustable by brass clip

Brushed twill, 100 % cotton
340 g/m2, adjustable
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6P RAP 302

5P RAP 301

00* 01 02 05* 0725

00* 01 02 05* 11 07 6425 0609 92 96 40

UNISEX

UNISEX

Unisex Cap

Unisex Cap

six-panel design
bonded 2 front panels
stitched flat peak
embroidered air holes
sweatband
size adjustable by plastic pressbuttons
removable sticker on the peak

Brushed twill, 100 % cotton
340 g/m2, adjustable

five-panel design
bonded front panel
stitched flat peak
embroidered air holes
sweatband
size adjustable by plastic pressbuttons
removable sticker on the peak

Brushed twill, 100 % cotton
340 g/m2, adjustable
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SUNVISOR 310

LATINO 324

CAMO LATINO C24

00* 01 02 05* 04 07

00* 01 02 05* 070951

32 33 34

UNISEX

UNISEX

UNISEX

CLASSIC 304

00* 01 02 05* 070615 04

UNISEX

6P SANDWICH 306

00*

0202
67
00

01

0808
0200*

00

05*00*

00

0600*

00

16
00

04

0101
08

0101
2700*

00

0700*

00

00*

00

25

UNISEX

Unisex Cap

Unisex Sun Visor

Unisex Cap

stitched, slightly curved peak
terry fabric sweatband
size adjustable by plastic fastener

cut in “military” style
stitched, slightly curved peak
sweatband
size adjustable by velcro

Brushed twill, 100 % cotton
280 g/m2, adjustable

Plain weave, 100 % cotton
230 g/m2, adjustable

cut in “military” style
stitched, slightly curved peak
sweatband
size adjustable by velcro

Plain weave, 100 % cotton
230 g/m2, adjustable

Unisex Hat

embroidered air holes
sweatband
trimmed inner seams
circumference 61 cm

Brushed twill, 100 % cotton
260 g/m2, uni

Unisex Cap

six-panel design
bonded 2 front panels
stitched, slightly curved peak with a contrast stripe
embroidered air holes
sweatband
size adjustable by brass clip

Brushed twill, 100 % cotton
340 g/m2, adjustable
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FANCY 329

RELAX 327

TWISTER 328

00* 01 04 07

00* 01 05* 07 64

15 44 62 11

00* 01 0415 89

8944 90

KIDS

UNISEX

KIDS

UNISEX

KIDS

UNISEX

Unisex/Kids Scarf

Unisex/Kids Scarf

Unisex/Kids Scarf

triangle cut
sewn edges
multipurpose use
68 x 68 x 96 cm

triangle cut
quick-drying fabric
overlock stitching all around 
multipurpose use
65 x 65 x 92 cm

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
160 g/m2, uni

Interlock, 100 % polyester
120 g/m2, uni

tubular cut
quick-drying fabric
multipurpose use (variants displayed on the packaging)
50 × 26 cm

Single Jersey, 100 % polyester
135 g/m2, uni
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Accessories like these are daily necessities and 
are even serving as home décor. The towels as we 
know them today - with looped fabrics designed 
to absorb water while being also pleasant to the 
touch were preceded by light and straight fabrics.

Similarly, bags also used to be plain and utilitarian 
while now, they come with  designs, patterns and 
colours, becoming a fashion accessory and one of 
the most popular promotional items.

TERRY & BAGS
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ENERGY 912

EASYGO 922

00* 01 079092

00* 01 05* 07

93 14 44 49 89 64

9244 0410

KIDS

UNISEX

KIDS

UNISEX

SMART 911

00* 01 079244 59 49 89 6490

UNISEX

HANDY 900

00* 01 05* 0744 0410 9562 9293 49 64

UNISEX

SHOPPER 921

00* 01 0744 4905* 62 92 0410 93

UNISEX

CARRY 901

00* 01 0710 05*

UNISEX

Unisex/Kids Gymsack

Unisex/Kids Gymsack

closure by drawstring
2 polyester drawstrings in 01 colour
reflective elements in lower corners
interior zip pocket 20 x 23 cm
gymsack dimension 45 x 34 cm

medium weight cotton woven gymsack
closure by drawstring
2 drawstrings from polyester in shell colour
reinforcement of corners with double material and metal rings
interior zip pocket 20 x 23 cm
gymsack dimension 47 x 37 cm

Oxford, 100 % polyester
70 - 80 g/m2, uni

Plain weave, 100 % cotton
195 g/m2, uni

Shopping Bag

practical and compact - folds into its own small bag
straps suitable for carrying by hand or over the shoulder
small bag useful for triffle storage
edges trimmed with shell fabric
bag dimension 40 x 40 cm, straps 50 x 3,5 cm

Plain weave, 100 % polyester
40-50 g/m2, uni

Shopping Bag

lower weight cotton woven bag
practical and compact
straps suitable for carrying by hand or over the shoulder
cross stitching on straps for higher durability
bag dimension 42 x 38 cm, straps 60 x 2,5 cm

Plain weave, 100 % cotton
90 g/m2, uni

Shopping Bag

medium weight cotton woven bag
practical and compact
straps suitable for carrying by hand or over the shoulder
cross stitching on straps for higher durability
bag dimension 45 x 40 cm, straps 70 x 2,5 cm

Plain weave, 100 % cotton
 195 g/m2, uni

Shopping Bag

heavy weight cotton woven bag
cut with side parts
practical and compact
straps suitable for carrying by hand or over the shoulder
cross stitching on straps for higher durability
bag dimension 43 x 43 x 12 cm, straps 70 x 2,5 cm

Plain weave, 100 % cotton
280 g/m2, uni
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ORGANIC HAND TOWEL 916

ORGANIC TOWEL 917

ORGANIC BATH TOWEL 918

00*

00*

00*

25 0221

25 0221

25 0221

UNISEX

UNISEX

UNISEX

ORGANIC

ORGANIC

ORGANIC

Towel

Small Towel

Bath Towel

certified organic cotton
heavy weight woven terry
decorative double bordure
soft and highly absorbent fabric
label useful as a hanging loop
gift suitable for embroidery

certified organic cotton
heavy weight woven terry
decorative double bordure
soft and highly absorbent fabric
label useful as a hanging loop
gift suitable for embroidery

Terry, 100 % organic cotton GOTS
450 g/m², 30 × 50 cm, bordure: 3,5 cm, 1,5 cm

Terry, 100 % organic cotton GOTS
450 g/m², 50 × 100 cm, bordure: 3,5 cm, 1,5 cm

certified organic cotton
heavy weight woven terry
decorative double bordure
soft and highly absorbent fabric
label useful as a hanging loop
gift suitable for embroidery
bordure: 3,5 cm, 1,5 cm

Terry, 100 % organic cotton GOTS
450 g/m², 70 × 140 cm
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TOWEL 450 903

BATH TOWEL 450 905

00* 25 01 02 05* 06 92 04 07A2 4944

UNISEX

UNISEX

00* 25 01 02 05* 06 92 04 07A2 4944

HAND TOWEL 350 907

TOWEL 350 908

BATH TOWEL 350 909

00* 24 05* 16 95 96 23 30 47

00* 24 05* 16 95 96 23 30 47

00* 24 05* 16 95 96 23 30 47

UNISEX

UNISEX

UNISEX

Towel

Bath Towel

heavy weight cotton woven terry
decorative bordure on both sides
soft and absorbent fabric
label useful as a hanging loop
gift suitable for embroidery

Terry, 100 % cotton
450 g/m2, 50 × 100 cm, bordure 3,5 cm

heavy weight cotton woven terry
decorative bordure on both sides
soft and absorbent fabric
label useful as a hanging loop
gift suitable for embroidery

Terry, 100 % cotton
450 g/m2, 70 × 140 cm, bordure 3,5 cm

You can find bamboo terry products - towels and a bathrobe - on page 197 in the MALFINI Premium® section.

BAMBOO PRODUCTS

Towel

Small Towel

Bath Towel

medium weight cotton woven terry
soft and absorbent fabric
label useful as a hanging loop
gift suitable for embroidery

medium weight cotton woven terry
soft and absorbent fabric
label useful as a hanging loop
gift suitable for embroidery

medium weight cotton woven terry
soft and absorbent fabric
label useful as a hanging loop
gift suitable for embroidery

Terry, 100 % cotton
350 g/m2, 30 × 50 cm

Terry, 100 % cotton
350 g/m2, 50 × 100 cm

Terry, 100 % cotton
350 g/m2, 70 × 140 cm
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PICCOLIO®

For every moment

Are you looking for clothing featuring uncomplicated 
yet high-quality design and workmanship at a 
favourable price? Then Piccolio is the right choice for 
you. In addition, each item of this collection is adapted 
in such a way so they you can easily use it for your 

branding and advertising. That’s why all the products 
bear just a removable paper label. You will easily give your 
corporate style to our T-shirts, polo shirts, sweatshirts 
and accessories, adapt them to sports or cultural events 
or create your own brand in trendy shades. 

P
iccolio®
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PARADE P71

PAINT P73

PEAK P74

UNISEX

TEAR OFF

UNISEX

TEAR OFF

UNISEX

TEAR OFF

00 03* 12* 01 02 05 06 04 07

00 03* 12* 28 2967 01 02 93 0560 14 15 44

16

06

92 04 11 07 40 64

00 01 02 05 92 07

tubular cut
1:1 rib knit neckline hem
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
tear-off label

Unisex T-shirt

tubular cut
1:1 rib knit neckline hem
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
tear-off label

Unisex T-shirt

tubular cut
1:1 rib knit neckline hem
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
tear-off label

Unisex T-shirt

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton 
135 g/m2, XS - 4XL

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
150 g/m2, XS - 4XL

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton 
175 g/m2, XS - 4XL

* Material composition may differ: colour 03 - 97 % cotton, 3 % viscose; colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose

P
iccolio®
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PIXEL P81

PELICAN P72

PROGRESS LS P75

00 01 44 90 91

00 01 05 15 1692 04 07 40 64

00 03* 12* 01 02 05 0706

UNISEX

TEAR OFF

UNISEX

TEAR OFF

TEAR OFF

KIDS

EXTRA DRY

* Material composition may differ: colour 03 - 97 % cotton, 3 % viscose; colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose

smooth quick-drying fabric
cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit neckline hem
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
ideal for sport and leisure activities
tear-off label

Unisex T-shirt

cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit neckline hem
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
tear-off label

Kids T-shirt

tubular cut
1:1 rib knit neckline hem
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
long sleeves
tear-off label

Unisex T-shirt

Double Face, 100 % polyester
130 g/m2, XS - 4XL (4XL only in colour 00)

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
4 years/110 cm, 6 y./122 cm, 8 y./134 cm, 10 y./146 cm, 12 y./158 cm 

135 g/m2

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
150 g/m2, XS -3XL (3XL only in colours 00, 01)

P
iccolio®
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JOY P21

JOY P22

ZERO P41

00 01 02 05 15 44 07

00 01 02 05 44 07 40

00 12* 01 02 05 06 07

UNISEX

TEAR OFF

TEAR OFF

MEN’S

DUO

TEAR OFF

WOMEN’S

DUO

* Material composition may differ: 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose

cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar and sleeve hems
placket with 3 buttons in the shell fabric colour
inner neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
tear-off label

Men’s Polo Shirt

slight fit cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar and sleeve hems
narrow placket with 3 buttons in the shell fabric colour
inner neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
tear-off label

Ladies Polo Shirt

straight cut with side seams
fixing shoulder seams
1:1 rib knit bottom hem, cuffs and neckline with 5 % elastane
unbrushed inner side
tear-off label

Unisex Sweatshirt

Pique, 65 % cotton, 35 % polyester
170 g/m2, S - 4XL (4XL only in colours 00, 01)

Pique, 65 % cotton, 35 % polyester
170 g/m2, S - 3XL (3XL only in colours 00, 01)

French terry, unbrushed inner side
50 % cotton, 50 % polyester

260 g/m2, XS - 3XL

P
iccolio®
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SUNSHINE P31

00 01 02 05 06 62 04 11 07

UNISEX

TEAR OFF

BUBBLE P93

BLOOM P91BEETLE P92

00 10 01 05 15 1692 04 07

00 10 01 05 15 1692 04 0700 10 01 15 16 04 07 40

UNISEX

TEAR OFF

UNISEX

TEAR OFF

UNISEX

TEAR OFF

KIDS

six-panel design
bonded 2 front panels
stitched, slightly curved peak
embroidered air holes
sweatband
size adjustable by velcro
tear-off label

Unisex Cap

Twill, 100 % cotton, 
155 g/m², adjustable

practical and compact
straps suitable for carrying by hand or over the shoulder
cross stitching on straps for higher durability
tear-off label
bag dimension 37 x 28 cm, straps 60 x 2,5 cm

Unisex Shopping Bag

practical and compact
straps suitable for carrying by hand or over the shoulder
cross stitching on straps for higher durability
tear-off label
bag dimension 45 x 40 cm, straps 70 x 2,5 cm

Shopping Bag

closure by drawstring
2 polyester drawstrings in 01 colour
reinforcement of corners with double material and metal rings
tear-off label
gymsack dimension 47 x 36 cm

Gymsac

Nonwoven fabric, 100 % polypropylen
90 g/m², uni

Nonwoven fabric, 100 % polypropylen
90 g/m², uni

Nonwoven fabric, 100 % polypropylen
90 g/m², uni

P
iccolio®
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MALFINI 
PREMIUM®

In each detail

When it comes to exclusive clothes, there’s no 
place for compromise. That’s why our Malfini 
Premium brand reflects the latest trends, excellent 
quality plays first fiddle and unique natural 
materials are the basis. It’s only in this way that 
we’ll interest you, the most demanding customers. 
You’ll combine premium outfits for Urban fashion, 
office or for entertainment precisely according to 
your taste. For instance, in vivid colours, current 
shades or timeless neutral tones. 

If you rank among those who like exceptional 
natural fibres, SUPIMA® cotton will be the right 
choice for you. This variety is cultivated in mere 
1% of the land from the total area where cotton 

is produced. It has got twice longer and stronger 
fibres than ordinary kinds, so it is extremely resilient 
and soft. Premium merino wool is a similar case. The 
sheep out of which this premium fibre originates live 
in a clean mountain setting, which lends a unique 
character to their fine wool. 

All the clothes from Malfini Premium brand will win 
your favour with their quality and modern look. 
Malfini Premium brand products have been designed 
in a duo concept. You can easily adapt it with printing 
or embroidery to your company or club. You can 
give members of your team and business partners 
pleasure in wearing outstanding materials, while 
strengthening the value of your brand.

M
A
L
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MERINO
Characteristics

Merino wool is world renowned for its soft, yet firm 
feel, offering advantages in every area over common 
wool and many other fibers. The reason for these 
qualities is the size of an individual fiber – and merino 
wool fibers are very fine, thinner than 18 microns. As 
such, it is used in every area of fashion from haute 
couture robes to highly functional garments.

This natural wool is sheered from the Merino breed 
of sheep, kept in natural environment (open field), 
with most of the production comes from Australia, 
New Zealand and Argentina. Because sheep don’t 
stop growing wool, they need to be sheered every 
year. Not only is wool a renewable resource, it is also 
biologically degradable – after you throw it out, it will 
decompose and provide soil with nutrients.

HOW TO TAKE CARE OF IT
You can use washing machine up to 40°C 
temperature, making maintenance easy. Of course, 
we recommend washing inside out and with similar 
colours. To preserve the shape, avoid drying in 
direct sunlight and heat, and iron using only steam 
at medium temperature. If your merino clothing 
catches a slight odor, just airing it properly should be 
enough to remove it.

BREATHABLE
Wool fibers can absorb a lot of moisture and lead 
it away from the body, and merino wool is even 
better at it.

NATURALLY ELASTIC
Each fiber works like a small “spring”, expanding and 
contracting back into shape. The fabric, as a result, 
doesn’t wrinkle.

ODOR RESISTANT
Merino wool has antibacterial effects and absorbs 
sweat. Clothes from it stay nice and fresh much 
longer, even in rougher conditions. 

THERMO REGULATING
Unlike synthetic materials, merino fiber is active 
and reacts to changes in body temperature. It 
retains heat when the weather is cold, and cools 
the skin when it’s hot.

PLEASANT TO WEAR
The fine, flexible fibers of merino wool make it very 
comfortable overall. It is soft to the touch, pleasant 
to wear even directly on skin, unlike most other 
types of wool.

BREATHABLE

REGULATION

ODOR RESISTANT

ELASTANE

GENTLE

M
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MERINO RISE 157

MERINO RISE 158

01 21

01 21

DUO

MERINO

REGULATION

ODOR RESISTANT

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

DUO

MERINO

REGULATION

ODOR RESISTANT

12

12

extra-fine merino wool
wrinkle-free and highly breathable fabric
thermoregulating and antibacterial features
the ability of moisture wicking and odor absorption
slim fit cut with side seams
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
recommended to dry in the horizontal position

T-shirt Men’s

extra-fine merino wool
wrinkle-free and highly breathable fabric
thermoregulating and antibacterial features
the ability of moisture wicking and odor absorption
slim fit cut with side seams
deeper round neckline
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
short fitting sleeves
recommended to dry in the horizontal position

T-shirt Ladies

Single Jersey, 100 % merino wool 
17,5 µm, machine wash 

190 g/m2, S - 3XL

Single Jersey, 100 % merino wool 
17,5 µm, machine wash 

190 g/m2, XS -2XL
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EXCLUSIVE 153

EXCLUSIVE 154

00 01 02 93 7183 A3A4

MEN’S

DUO

DUO

WOMEN’S

00 01 02 93 7183 A3A4

100 % finest SUPIMA® cotton
slim fit cut with side seams
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a satin tape in 01 colour
fixing shoulder seams

T-shirt Men’s

100 % finest SUPIMA® cotton
slim fit cut with side seams
deeper round neckline
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a satin tape in 01 colour
shorter sleeves

T-shirt Ladies

Single Jersey, 100 % SUPIMA® cotton
160 g/m2, S - 3XL

Single Jersey, 100 % SUPIMA® cotton
160 g/m2, XS - 2XL

The brand represents the finest cotton of 1% worldwide production. This type of the US grown Pima cotton 
has over a hundred yearś history. Its unique extra-long fibers are twice the strenght of  regular cotton. 

SUPIMA®
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ACTION 150

ACTION 152

00 01 02 72 709383 85 71 86

DUO

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

DUO

ELASTANE

ELASTANE

00 01 02 72 709383 85 71 86

stretch fabric for better dimensional stability
slim fit cut with side seams
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a contrast tape
fixing shoulder seams
decorative stitching

T-shirt Men’s

stretch fabric for better dimensional stability
slim fit cut with side seams
deeper round neckline
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a contrast tape
fixing shoulder seams
short fitting sleeves
decorative stitching

T-shirt Ladies

Single Jersey, 
95 % cotton, 5 % elastane

180 g/m2, S - 2XL

Single Jersey, 
95 % cotton, 5 % elastane

180 g/m2, XS - 2XL
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BRAVE 155

BRAVE 156

00 01 02 9383 71

DUO

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

DUO

ELASTANE

ELASTANE

00 01 02 9383 71

stretch fabric for better dimensional stability
slim fit cut with side seams
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a contrast tape
fixing shoulder seams
long sleeves

T-shirt Men’s

stretch fabric for better dimensional stability
slim fit cut with side seams
deeper round neckline
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a contrast tape
fixing shoulder seams
long sleeves

T-shirt Ladies

Single Jersey, 
95 % cotton, 5 % elastane 

160 g/m2, S - 3XL

Single Jersey, 
95 % cotton, 5 % elastane 

160 g/m2, XS - 2XL
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FLASH 260

FLASH 261

00 01 2782

00 01 2782

DUO

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

DUO

ELASTANE

Shirt Men’s

tailored fit cut with side seams
back part with a double yoke
breast and waist darts
two-piece shirt collar
front parts finished by placket
pearl buttons in the shell fabric colour (1 spare extra)
curved bottom edge

Shirt ladies

Plain weave
73 % cotton, 24 % polyamid, 3 % elastane

110 g/m2, S - 2XL

tailored fit cut with side seams
back part with a double yoke and darts
two-piece shirt collar
collar stays
front parts finished by placket
pearl buttons in the shell fabric colour (1 spare extra)
curved bottom edge

Plain weave
60 % cotton, 40 % polyester, slim fit 

105 g/m2, S - 2XL
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DYNAMIC 262

DYNAMIC 263

00 01 2782

00 01 2782

DUO

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

DUO

ELASTANE

Shirt Men’s

tailored fit cut with side seams
back part with a double yoke
breast and waist darts
two-piece shirt collar
front parts finished by placket
long sleeves with angled cuffs and 2 buttons
pearl buttons in the shell fabric colour (1 spare extra)
curved bottom edge

Shirt ladies

Plain weave
73 % cotton, 24 % polyamid, 3 % elastane

110 g/m2, S - 2XL

tailored fit cut with side seams
back part with a double yoke and darts
two-piece shirt collar
collar stays
front parts finished by placket
long sleeves with angled cuffs and 1 button
pearl buttons in the shell fabric colour (2 spare extra)
curved bottom edge

Plain weave
60 % cotton, 40 % polyester, slim fit 

105 g/m2, S - 2XL
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77

77

COLLAR UP 256

COLLAR UP 257

0077 0100 850083778600830044 938300 8600A48300

MEN’S

DUO

DUO

WOMEN’S

77 00 8644 83 83 778383

0077 0100 850083778600830044 938300 8600A48300
77 00 8644 83 83 778383

A38300

A38300

DRESS UP 271

0077 0100 71

83

938300

WOMEN’S

77 00 83 83

71

8383

71

8383

cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar and sleeve hems
the lower collar part and sleeve hems with contrast stripes
placket with 2 buttons in the shell fabric colour
slits in the side seams and bottom placket with a contrast tape
inner neckline with a contrast tape
fixing shoulder seams

Polo shirt Men’s

slight fit cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar and sleeve hems
the lower collar part and sleeve hems with contrast stripes
narrow placket with 4 buttons in the shell fabric colour
slits in the side seams and bottom placket with a contrast tape
inner neckline with a contrast tape
fixing shoulder seams

Polo shirt ladies

Pique, 100 % cotton
215 g/m2, S - 3XL

Pique, 100 % cotton
215 g/m2, XS - 2XL

slight fit cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar and sleeve hems
the lower collar part and sleeve hems with contrast stripes
narrow placket with 4 buttons in the shell fabric colour
slits in the side seams and bottom placket with a contrast tape
inner neckline with a contrast tape
fixing shoulder seams

Ladies dress

Pique, 100 % cotton
215 g/m2, XS - 2XL
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PERFECTION PLAIN 251

PERFECTION PLAIN 253

0001 12*00 0100 02 93 70 7100 00 00 00

0001 12*00 0100 02 93 70 7100 00 00 00

DUO

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

DUO

ELASTANE

ELASTANE

01 00 00 00 00 00 00

01 00 00 00 00 00 00

* Material composition may differ:  Colour 12 - 80 % cotton, 15 % viscose, 5 % elastane

stretch fabric for better dimensional stability
slim fit cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar and sleeve hems with a contrast stripe
placket with 3 buttons in the shell fabric colour
slits in side seams with a contrast tape
inner neckline with a contrast tape
fixing shoulder seams

Polo shirt Men’s

stretch fabric for better dimensional stability
slim fit cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar and sleeve hems with a contrast stripe
narrow placket with 5 buttons in the shell fabric colour
slits in side seams with a contrast tape
inner neckline with a contrast tape
fixing shoulder seams

Polo shirt ladies

Pique, 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane
200 g/m2, S - 3XL

Pique, 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane
200 g/m2, S - 2XL
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GRAND 259

GRAND 269

0001 0100 0271 7102A4 A3

MEN’S

DUO

DUO

WOMEN’S

01 83 00 71 0283

83 83

0001 0100 0271 7102A4 A3
01 83 00 71 0283

83 83

cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar with a contrast stripe
placket with 3 buttons in the shell fabric colour
slits in side seams with a contrast tape
inner neckline with a contrast tape
fixing shoulder seams
cotton treated by mercerization

Polo shirt Men’s

slight fit cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar with a contrast stripe
narrow placket with 5 buttons in the shell fabric colour
slits in side seams with a contrast tape
inner neckline with a contrast tape
fixing shoulder seams
cotton treated by mercerization

Polo shirt ladies

Single Jersey, 100 % mercerized cotton
160 g/m2, S - 3XL

Single Jersey, 100 % mercerized cotton
160 g/m2, XS - 2XL
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BOMBER 453

BOMBER 454

01 0212*

01 0212*

DUO

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

DUO

71

71

* Material composition may differ:  Colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose

straight cut with side parts
full-length metal zipper
zipper puller with engraved logo
2:2 rib knit “bomber” collar with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a tape
dividing seam pockets with a hidden zipper 
2:2 rib knit bottom hem and cuffs with 5 % elastane
unbrushed inner side

Men’s sweatshirt

cut fitted by side parts
full-length metal zipper
zipper puller with engraved logo
2:2 rib knit “bomber” collar with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a tape
dividing seam pockets with a hidden zipper 
2:2 rib knit bottom hem and cuffs with 5 % elastane
unbrushed inner side

Ladies sweatshirt

French terry, unbrushed inner side 
100 % cotton 

320 g/m2, S - 3XL

French terry, unbrushed inner side 
100 % cotton 

320 g/m2, XS - 2XL
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VOYAGE 452

VOYAGE 451

01 0212*

01 0212*

DUO

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

DUO

71

71

* Material composition may differ: Colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose; 65 % cotton, 35 % polyester

straight cut with side seams
full-length metal zipper
zipper puller with engraved logo
drawcord hood with lining
inner neckline with a tape
raglan sleeves with decorative stitching
kangaroo patch pockets
2:2 rib knit bottom hem and cuffs with 5 % elastane
contrast elements
unbrushed inner side

Men’s sweatshirt

slight fit cut with side seams
full-length metal zipper
zipper puller with engraved logo
drawcord hood with lining
inner neckline with a tape
raglan sleeves with decorative stitching
kangaroo patch pockets
2:2 rib knit bottom hem and cuffs with 5 % elastane
contrast elements
unbrushed inner side

Ladies sweatshirt

French terry, unbrushed inner side 
100 % cotton 

320 g/m2, S - 3XL

French terry, unbrushed inner side 
100 % cotton 

320 g/m2, XS - 2XL
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EVEREST 552

EVEREST 551

01 02

DUO

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

DUO

A3A4

01 02 A3A4

71

71

EVEREST 553

EVEREST 554

01 02

DUO

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

DUO

A3A4

01 02 A3A4

71

71

lightweight quilted warm fabric 
full-length reverse coil zipper with chin protection
hood with lining
pockets with reverse coil zipper
access for branding in back lining
trimmed by elastic stripe
contrast elements (except 01 colour)

Men’s jacket

lightweight quilted warm fabric 
cut fitted by side parts
full-length reverse coil zipper with chin protection
hood with lining
pockets with reverse coil zipper
access for branding in back lining
trimmed by elastic stripe
contrast elements (except 01 colour)

Ladies jacket

Plain weave, micro fiber - 100 % polyamide
mid layer: 100 % polyester
S - 3XL

Plain weave, micro fiber - 100 % polyamide
mid layer: 100 % polyester
XS - 2XL

lightweight quilted warm fabric 
full-length reverse coil zipper with chin protection
pockets with reverse coil zipper
access for branding in back lining
trimmed by elastic stripe
contrast elements (except 01 colour)

Men’s vest

lightweight quilted warm fabric 
cut fitted by side parts
full-length reverse coil zipper with chin protection
pockets with reverse coil zipper
access for branding in back lining
trimmed by elastic stripe
contrast elements (except 01 colour)

Ladies vest

Plain weave, micro fiber - 100 % polyamide
mid layer: 100 % polyester
S - 3XL

Plain weave, micro fiber - 100 % polyamide
mid layer: 100 % polyester
XS - 2XL
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BAMBOO TOWEL 951

0021 27 26

UNISEX

BAMBOO BATH TOWEL 952

0021 27 26

UNISEX

heavy weight bamboo woven terry
decorative bordure with satin yarns
soft and highly absorbent fabric
label useful as a hanging loop
luxury gift suitable for embroidery

Towel

Terry, 70 % viscose (bamboo), 30 % cotton
50 x 100 cm

450 g/m2, bordure: 7,5 cm

heavy weight bamboo woven terry
decorative bordure with satin yarns
soft and highly absorbent fabric
label useful as a hanging loop
luxury gift suitable for embroidery

Bath Towel

Terry, 70 % viscose (bamboo), 30 % cotton
70 x 140 cm 

450 g/m2, bordure: 7,5 cm
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RIMECK®

Workwear made real

Working clothes aren’t decided on just by high 
demands of professionals who wear them every 
day. Fashion trends rule there as well. It’s no 
wonder; after all, we spend most time of the day at 
work and deserve to look and feel good. That’s why 
we keep moving the boundaries, devoting ourselves 
to design, improving the quality, style, functionality 
and, above all, safety in the Rimeck brand. Our HIGH 
VISIBILITY line is ideal wherever safety at reduced 
visibility is of paramount importance. 

After all, its qualities are certified by certification 
based on European standards. In addition, the new 
VERTEX collection is a perfect example of how 
customers’ needs are reflected in our products. 
We left nothing to chance when designing them 
and didn’t allow any compromise. So, whatever 
you experience during your work commitments, 
you’ll appreciate their resilience, smart design and 
function materials. 
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VERTEX W55

VERTEX W07

SHIELD A99

MEN’S

NEW PRODUCT

MEN’S

ELASTANE

SOFTSHELL

WINDPROOF

WATERPROOF

BREATHABLE

NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

UNISEX

EN 14404 + A1
(type 2, only with A99)

1

0194 93 23

ANTIPILLING

0194 93 23

01
EN 14404 + A1
(type 2 only with W07, W08, W09)

1

ANTI-SOILING

40°
WASH

30°
WASH

NEW PRODUCT

New product. In stock: Third quarter of the year 2022.

3-layer warm softshell with membrane
thermal reflective zone
full-length zipper with chin protection and flap
removable, adjustable hood with lining
hood and bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
adjustable sleeve hems with velcro
pockets with waterproof reverse coil zipper
patch zipper pockets
inner breast zip pocket 
access for branding in side lining
curved and slightly prolonged back part
contrast elements
inner fleece with antipilling finish

 winter softshell jacket Men’s

anti-soiling finish 
curved elastic waistband
crotch gusset with 6 % elastane
10 multifunctional pockets
knee pads pockets
back knee ventilation 
plastic D-ring
hammer loop
highly resistant material CORDURA® in colour 01
contrast elements
pants can be lengthened

Work Trousers Men’s

knee pads unisex

Softshell: 94 % polyester, 6 % elastane; TPU membrane; Micro fleece: 100 % polyester, 
antipilling finish; mid layer and lining: 100 % polyester, waterproof 10 000 mm,
breathable 4 000 g/m²/24h

320 g/m2, S - 3XL

Oxford, 66 % polyamide, 34 % cotton, anti-soiling finish, 100 % polyamid CORDURA®

310 g/m2, 210 g/m² CORDURA®

44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 60, 62; prolonged - 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58

light, ergonimically shaped
usable into the knee pockets
suitable for work when kneeling
anti-penetration protection

100 % polyethylene, uni, 1 pcs. = 1 pair, 170 x 240 mm (can be lenghten)
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VERTEX CAMO W56

VERTEX CAMO W09

MEN’S

NEW PRODUCT

C1 C2

C1 C2

EN 14404 + A1
(type 2, only with A99)

1

NEW PRODUCT

MEN’S

ELASTANE

SOFTSHELL

WINDPROOF

WATERPROOF

BREATHABLE

ANTIPILLING

ANTI-SOILING

40°
WASH

30°
WASH

NEW PRODUCT

New product. In stock: Third quarter of the year 2022.

anti-soiling finish 
curved elastic waistband
crotch gusset with 6 % elastane
10 multifunctional pockets
knee pads pockets
back knee ventilation 
plastic D-ring
hammer loop
highly resistant material CORDURA® in colour 01
contrast elements
pants can be lengthened

winter softshell jacket Men’s

Work Trousers Men’s

Plain weave, 65 % polyester, 35 % cotton, anti-soiling finish, CORDURA® 100 % polyamide 
280 g/m², 210 g/m² CORDURA®

44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 60, 62; prolonged - 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58

3-layer warm softshell with membrane
thermal reflective zone
full-length zipper with chin protection and flap
removable, adjustable hood with lining
hood and bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
adjustable sleeve hems with velcro
pockets with waterproof reverse coil zipper
patch zipper pockets
inner breast zip pocket 
access for branding in side lining
curved and slightly prolonged back part
contrast elements
inner fleece with antipilling finish

Softshell: 94 % polyester, 6 % elastane; TPU membrane; Micro fleece:
100 % polyester, antipilling finish; 
mid layer and lining: 100 % polyester
waterproof 10 000 mm, breathable 4 000 g/m²/24h

320 g/m2, S - 3XL
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VERTEX W08

VERTEX W41

01

MEN’S

NEW PRODUCT

94 93 23

MEN’S

NEW PRODUCT

ELASTANE

WARM

EXTRA DRY

EN 14404 + A1
(type 2, only with A99)

1

ANTI-SOILING

A8 A9

40°
WASH

30°
WASH

NEW PRODUCT

New product. In stock: Third quarter of the year 2022.New product.

anti-soiling finish 
curved elastic waistband
crotch gusset with 6 % elastane
10 multifunctional pockets
knee pads pockets
back knee ventilation 
plastic D-ring
hammer loop
highly resistant material CORDURA® in colour 01 (only A9 colour)
contrast elements
pants can be lengthened

Men’s work jeans

Men’s stretch fleece

Twill, 100 % cotton, anti-soiling finish, 100 % polyamid CORDURA® (only A9 colour) 
430 g/m², 210 g/m² CORDURA®

44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 60, 62; prolonged - 48, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58

smooth stretch quick-drying fabric
straight cut with side seams
full-length reverse coil zipper with chin protection
inner neckline with a tape
raglan sleeves
cuffs with hole for thumb
zip pockets
trimmed by elastic stripe
contrast elements
hanging loop

Stretch fleece, 95 % micro polyester, 5 % elastane
280 g/m2, S - 3XL
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RANGER W53

0201 9401

WOODY W51

0201 9401
01 01

01 01

MEN’S MEN’S

40°
WASH

60°
WASH

RANGER W54

0201 9401

WOODY W52

0201 9401

MEN’S MEN’S

40°
WASH

60°
WASH

01 01

01 01

Plain weave, 65 % polyester, 35 % cotton 
CORDURA® 100 % polyamide

270 g/m², CORDURA® 210 g/m²
44/46, 48/50, 52/54, 56/58, 60/62full-length molded zipper with flap

folds on the back part
8 multifunctional pockets
bellow pockets with flap and welt zip pockets
rib knit sleeve cuffs with 3 % elastane
the lower side hem with elastic band
metal D-ring and carabiner for keys and ID cards 
double stitching for extra durability
retroreflective elements

jacket Men’s

Twill, 100 % cotton
270 g/m²

44/46, 48/50, 52/54, 56/58, 60/62

enclosable 

multifunctional pockets –

for a phone, pens, 

personal items

collar and flap 

with snap fasteners

hanging loop

CORDURA® around the

 arms and shoulders

enclosable 

multifunctional pockets –

for a phone, pens, 

personal items

stand-up collar

 and flap with snap 

fasteners

hanging loop

full-length molded zipper with chin protection and flap
7 multifunctional pockets
bellow pockets with flap and welt zip pockets
sleeve pocket
rib knit sleeve cuffs with 3 % elastane
lower hem adjustable by snap buttons on the sides
metal D-ring and carabiner for keys and ID cards 
double stitching for extra durability
retroreflective elements
highly resistant fabric CORDURA® in 01 colour

jacket Men’s

full-length molded zipper with chin protection and flap  
6 multifunctional pockets  
bellow pockets with flap and welt zip pockets  
lower hem adjustable by snap buttons on the sides  
metal D-ring and carabiner for keys and ID cards   
double stitching for extra durability  
retroreflective elements  
highly resistant fabric CORDURA® in 01 colour 

Work Vest Men’s

Plain weave, 65 % polyester, 35 % cotton 
CORDURA® 100 % polyamide

270 g/m², CORDURA® 210 g/m²
44/46, 48/50, 52/54, 56/58, 60/62full-length molded zipper with flap

folds on the back part
8 multifunctional pockets
bellow pockets with flap and welt zip pockets
the lower side hem with elastic band
metal D-ring and carabiner for keys and ID cards 
double stitching for extra durability
retroreflective elements

Work Vest Men’s

Twill, 100 % cotton
270 g/m²

44/46, 48/50, 52/54, 56/58, 60/62

enclosable 

multifunctional pockets –

for a phone, pens, 

personal items

collar and flap 

with snap fasteners

hanging loop

CORDURA®

around the shoulders

enclosable 

multifunctional pockets –

for a phone, pens, 

personal items

stand-up collar and flap 

with snap fasteners

hanging loop
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RANGER W04

0201 9401

WOODY W02

0201 9401

MEN’S MEN’S

40°
WASH

60°
WASH

01 01

01 01

RANGER W03

0201 9401

WOODY W01

0201 9401
01 01

01 01

MEN’S MEN’S

40°
WASH

60°
WASH

MEN’S MEN’S

40°
WASH

60°
WASH

loop for a hammer

multifunctional 

pockets – for a phone, 

pens, personal items

CORDURA®

around the knees 

and pockets

adjustable elastic

 braces

side with 

button fastener

Work Bib Trousers Men’s

waistband with elastic back part
button side closure
adjustable braces with buckle and elastic insert 
14 multifunctional pockets
reinforced material in the knee part
plastic D-ring and carabiner for keys and ID cards 
hammer loop
double stitching for extra durability
retroreflective elements
highly resistant fabric CORDURA® in 01 colour

Work Bib Trousers Men’s

waistband with elastic back part
button side closure
adjustable braces with buckle and elastic insert 
8 multifunctional pockets
reinforced material in the knees and rear part
plastic D-ring and carabiner for keys and ID cards 
hammer loop
double stitching for extra durability
retroreflective elements

Twill, 100 % cotton
270 g/m²

44/46, 48/50, 52/54, 56/58, 60/62

adjustable elastic braces

side with button fastener

loop for a hammer

double-layer 

material around 

the knees and buttocks

multifunctional p

ockets – for a phone, 

pens, personal items

Work Trousers Men’s

waistband with elastic sides
7 multifunctional pockets
reinforced material in the knees and rear part
plastic D-ring and carabiner for keys and ID cards 
hammer loop
double stitching for extra durability
retroreflective elements

loop for a hammer

double-layer 

material around 

the knees and buttocks

multifunctional pockets – 

for a phone, pens, 

personal items

Twill, 100 % cotton
270 g/m²

44/46, 48/50, 52/54, 56/58, 60/62

loop for a hammer

CORDURA®

around the knees 

and pockets

multifunctional 

pockets – for a phone, 

pens, personal items

Work Trousers Men’s

waistband with elastic sides
10 multifunctional pockets
reinforced material in the knee part
plastic D-ring and carabiner for keys and ID cards 
hammer loop
double stitching for extra durability
retroreflective elements
highly resistant fabric CORDURA® in 01 colour

Plain weave, 65 % polyester, 35 % cotton 
CORDURA® 100 % polyamide

270 g/m², CORDURA® 210 g/m²
44/46, 48/50, 52/54, 56/58, 60/62

Plain weave, 65 % polyester, 35 % cotton 
CORDURA® 100 % polyamide

270 g/m², CORDURA® 210 g/m²
44/46, 48/50, 52/54, 56/58, 60/62
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RANGER W06

0201 9401

WOODY W05

0201 9401

MEN’S

MEN’S

40°
WASH

60°
WASH

01 01

01 01

Shorts Men’s

waistband with elastic sides
10 multifunctional pockets
plastic D-ring and carabiner for keys and ID cards 
hammer loop
double stitching for extra durability
retroreflective elements
highly resistant fabric CORDURA® in 01 colour

Shorts Men’s

waistband with elastic sides
7 multifunctional pockets
reinforced material in the rear part
plastic D-ring and carabiner for keys and ID cards 
hammer loop
double stitching for extra durability
retroreflective elements

loop for a hammer

double-layer 

material around

 the buttocks

multifunctional 

pockets – for a phone, 

pens, personal items

Twill, 100 % cotton
270 g/m²

44/46, 48/50, 52/54, 56/58, 60/62

loop for a hammer

CORDURA®

 around the pockets

multifunctional 

pockets – for a phone, 

pens, personal items

Plain weave, 65 % polyester, 35 % cotton 
CORDURA® 100 % polyamide

270 g/m², CORDURA® 210 g/m²
44/46, 48/50, 52/54, 56/58, 60/62
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RESIST LS R05

RESIST R01

RESIST R02

00 94 01 02 05 06 04 11 07

00 94 01 02 05 15 06 95 04 11 07

00 94 01 02 05 15 06 95 04 11 07 47

60°
COLOR

95°
WHITE

MEN’S

60°
COLOR

95°
WHITE

DUO

UNISEX

WOMEN’S

60°
COLOR

95°
WHITE

DUO

RESIST HEAVY R03

RESIST HEAVY R04

00 94 01 02 05 06 04 11 07

00 94 01 02 05 06 04 11 07

MEN’S

60°
COLOR

95°
WHITE

DUO

WOMEN’S

60°
COLOR

95°
WHITE

DUO

During the production process of cotton products the space between the fiber gets reduced which eliminates  the risk 
of shrinkage of the fabric during the washing and drying cycle. This process allows the final product to be washed at 
high temperatures for the purpose of removing any impurities and bacteria.

preshrunk cotton resistant to higher temperatures
washable at 95 °C (white) and at 60 °C (colour)
cut with side seams
neckline trimmed with 1:1 rib knit fabric
fixing shoulder seams
long sleeves with cuffs
1:1 rib knit cuff

T-shirt Men’s

preshrunk cotton resistant to higher temperatures
washable at 95 °C (white) and at 60 °C (colour)
cut with side seams
neckline trimmed with 1:1 rib knit fabric
fixing shoulder seams

T-shirt Men’s

T-shirt Ladies

Single Jersey, 100 % pre-shrunk cotton
160 g/m2, S - 3XL

Single Jersey, 100 % pre-shrunk cotton,
160 g/m2, S - 4XL

preshrunk cotton resistant to higher temperatures
washable at 95 °C (white) and at 60 °C (colour)
slight fit cut with side seams
neckline trimmed with 1:1 rib knit fabric
fixing shoulder seams
shorter sleeves

Single Jersey, 100 % pre-shrunk cotton,
160 g/m2, S - 3XL

preshrunk cotton resistant to higher temperatures
washable at 95 °C (white) and at 60 °C (colour)
cut with side seams
neckline trimmed with 1:1 rib knit fabric
fixing shoulder seams

T-shirt Men’s

T-shirt Ladies

Single Jersey, 100 % pre-shrunk cotton,
200 g/m2, S - 4XL

preshrunk cotton resistant to higher temperatures
washable at 95 °C (white) and at 60 °C (colour)
slight fit cut with side seams
neckline trimmed with 1:1 rib knit fabric
fixing shoulder seams
shorter sleeves

Single Jersey, 100 % pre-shrunk cotton,
200 g/m2, S - 3XL

PRESHRUNK COTTON
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RESERVE R22

RESERVE R23

MEN’S

DUO

WOMEN’S

DUO

BASE R06

RECALL R07

00 01 02 05 06 11 07

UNISEX

NEW PRODUCT

UNISEX

NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

12*

00 01 02 05 06 11 0712*

00 01 02 05 06 11 0712*

00 01 02 05 06 11 0712*

NEW PRODUCT

40°
WASH

40°
WASH

40°
WASH

40°
WASH

NEW PRODUCT

30°
WASHCOLOUR 12

30°
WASHCOLOUR 12

30°
WASHCOLOUR 12

30°
WASHCOLOUR 12

* Material composition may differ: colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose

New product.

* Material composition may differ: colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose

durable, ideal for work environment
cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar and sleeve hems with double relief stripe
placket with 3 buttons in the shell fabric colour
inner neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams

Men’s Polo Shirt

Women’s Polo Shirt

Pique, 65 % cotton, 35 % polyester 
200 g/m2, S - 3XL

durable, ideal for work environment
cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar and sleeve hems with double relief stripe
placket with 3 buttons in the shell fabric colour
inner neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams

Pique, 65 % cotton, 35 % polyester 
200 g/m2, XS - 2XL

durable, ideal for work environment
tubular cut
1:1 rib knit neckline hem
fixing shoulder to shoulder tape

T-shirt unisex

T-shirt unisex

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
160 g/m2, S - 3XL

durable, ideal for work environment
tubular cut
1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
fixing shoulder to shoulder tape

Single Jersey, 100 % cotton
200 g/m2, S - 3XL

New product.
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JACKET HI-Q 506

94 01 02 05 06 11 07

00 94 01 02 05 06 11 0736 69 23

RIP STOP

232736 6993

UNISEX

40°
WASH

ANTIPILLING

UNISEX

40°
WASH

ANTIPILLING

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

01
01

NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOUR

New colour. More information about stock availability will be provided by our sales department.

highly insulating fabric
shoulders and elbows covered by a waterproof, abrasion-resistant fabric
inner neckline with a shell colour tape
full-length molded zipper
pockets with molded zipper
sleeve hems with cuffs
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
antipilling finish on the both sides

fleece unisex

fleece unisex

Fleece, 100 % polyester, antipilling finish; 
complementary material: plain weave, 100 % polyamide

360 g/m2, S - 3XL

highly insulating fabric
shoulders covered by a waterproof, abrasion-resistant fabric
full-length molded zipper
pockets with molded zipper
bottom hem with elastic band
sleeve hems adjustable by velcro
antipilling finish on the outer side

Fleece, 100 % polyester, antipilling finish
Complementary material: Rip Stop, 100 % polyamide, inner PU coating,

360 g/m2, S - 3XL

Very strong, regularly repeating weave. In this smooth fabric, thick warp and weft threads are interwoven 
in intervals of 5 - 8 mm. The surface gets an effect of a grided structure. This apparent grid significantly 
increases the fabric’s resistance to ripping and tearing.
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NEXT 518

CASUAL 550

00 36 94 01 02 05 14 9506 3962 11 07 23 49

84 80

UNISEX

40°
WASH

ANTIPILLING

40°
WASH

SOFTSHELL

01
01

01
01

MEN’S

JACKET 501

JACKET 504

00 94 01 02 05 06 11 0736 69 9562 2314

MEN’S

DUO

WOMEN’S

DUO

40°
WASH

ANTIPILLING

40°
WASH

ANTIPILLING

00 94 01 02 05 06 11 0736 9562 2314

69

39

NEW COLOUR

NEW COLOUR

Novelty. More information about stock availability will be provided by our sales department.

insulating fabric
full-length coil zipper
welt pockets with coil zipper
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
antipilling finish on the outer side

fleece vest unisex

softshell jacket Men’s

Fleece, 100 % polyester, antipilling finish
280 g/m2, XS - 4XL (4XL size available in colours 00, 01, 02, 05, 23)

2-layer sofshell
combination of knitted and plain fabric
full-length reverse coil zipper
sleeve hems adjustable by velcro
pockets with reverse coil zipper
sleeve pocket
2 inner pockets
contrast elements
inner fleece with antipilling finish

Knitted softshell: 100 % polyester; micro fleece - 100 % polyester
Softshell: 96 % polyester, 4 % elastane; micro fleece - 100 % polyester
Lining: 100 % polyester

350 g/m2, S - 3XL

insulating fabric
full-length molded zipper
pockets with molded zipper
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
sleeve hems with elastic band
antipilling finish on the outer side

fleece Men’s

fleece Ladies

Fleece, 100 % polyester, antipilling finish,
280 g/m2, S - 4XL (4XL size available in colours 01, 02, 05, 23, 94)

insulating fabric
slight fit cut
full-length molded zipper
pockets with molded zipper
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
sleeve hems with elastic band
antipilling finish on the outer side

Fleece, 100 % polyester, antipilling finish
280 g/m2, XS - 2XL
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HV DROP 5V3

EN ISO 20471
EN ISO 13688

3
97 98

NEW PRODUCT

UNISEX

BREATHABLE

WATERPROOF

WINDPROOF

NEW PRODUCT

high visibility clothing in two-colour design
3-layer softshell with membrane
waterproof, breathable, fluorescent fabric
segmented retroreflective bands
back part with a yoke
full-length reverse coil zipper with chin protection
sleeve hems adjustable by velcro
welt pockets with reverse coil zipper
breast pocket
inner breast zip pocket with access for branding
curved and slightly prolonged back part
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
hanging loop
inner fleece with antipilling finish
certification according to the standards EN ISO 20 471 (class 3) and EN ISO 13 688

Softshell Jacket Men’s

Softshell: 100 % polyester; breathable membrane; micro fleece, 100 % polyester 
waterproof 14 000 mm, breathable 2 000 g/m²/24h

300 g/m2, M - 4XL

New product. In stock: Third quarter of the year 2022.
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EN ISO 20471
EN ISO 13688

3

EN ISO 20471
EN ISO 13688

3

HV ESSENTIAL 4V6

HV FLEECE JACKET 5V1

97 98

97 98

40°
WASH

UNISEX

40°
WASH

UNISEX

ANTIPILLING

233

1

2

EN 343+A1
EN ISO 20471
EN ISO 13688

without 
sleeves

3
1

3 1

with 
sleeves

with 
sleeves

EN ISO 20471
EN ISO 13688

2

with 
sleeves

HV GUARD 4 in 1 5V2

97 98

WINDPROOF

WATERPROOF

BREATHABLE

TAPED

40°
WASH

4 IN 1 

UNISEX

02

02 02
02

ANTIPILLING

high visibility clothing
smooth fluorescent fabric
brushed inner side
certified retroreflective bands 3M
straight cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit bottom hem, cuffs and neckline
certification according to the standards EN ISO 20471 (class 3) and EN ISO 13688

Sweatshirt  unisex

Fleece unisex

French terry, brushed inner side
100 % polyester, retroreflective bands 3M,

300 g/m2, M - 3XL

high visibility clothing
insulating fluorescent fabric
certified retroreflective bands 3M
full-length molded zipper in 01 colour
welt pockets with molded zipper
bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
sleeve hems with elastic band
antipilling finish on the outer side
certification according to the standards EN ISO 20471 (class 3) and EN ISO 13688

Fleece, 100 % polyester, antipilling finish
retroreflective bands 3M

280 g/m2, M - 3XL

high visibility clothing
multipurpose use 4 in 1 in two-colour design

Jacket unisex

Upper jacket: Oxford, 100 % polyester with 
PU finish, retroreflective bands 3M

210 g/m²
Inner fleece: Polar fleece, 100 % polyester, 
retroreflective bands 3M, antipilling finish on both sides

280 g/m2, M - 4XL

Upper jacket:
durable fluorescent fabric
certified retroreflective bands 3M
full-length molded zipper with flap
removable hood with reinforced peak, hidden in the collar
hood and bottom hem adjustable by elastic drawstring
removable sleeves
sleeve hems with elastic band, adjustable with velcro
bellow pockets with flap and side pockets
breast zip pocket with placket
pocket for ID card and pens
taped seams
access for branding in back lining
certification according to the standards EN ISO 20471 
(class 2, 3), EN 343+A1 (class 3:1) a EN ISO 13688

Inner fleece:
removable inner fleece jacket
insulating fluorescent fabric
certified retroreflective stripes 3M
full-length molded zipper
pockets with molded zipper
trimmed by elastic stripe
antipilling finish on both sides
certification according to the standards EN ISO 20471 (class 3) and EN ISO 13688
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EN ISO 20471
EN ISO 13688

2

EN ISO 20471
EN ISO 13688

2

EN ISO 20471
EN ISO 13688

2

HV DRY 1V8

HV PROTECT 1V9

HV RUNWAY 2V9

97 98

97 98

97 98

UNISEX

EXTRA DRY

40°
WASH

UNISEX

40°
WASH

UNISEX

40°
WASH

high visibility clothing
quick-drying fluorescent fabric
segmented retroreflective bands
cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit neckline hem
fixing shoulder seams
certification according to the standards EN ISO 20471 (class 2) and EN ISO 13688

T-shirt unisex

high visibility clothing
fluorescent polyester on the outer side
cotton on the inner side
certified retroreflective bands 3M
cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit neckline hem
fixing shoulder seams
certification according to the standards EN ISO 20471 (class 2) and EN ISO 13688

T-shirt unisex

Polo unisex

Grid knit, 100 % polyester, segmented retroreflective bands
150 g/m2, S - 3XL

Interlock pique, 55 % cotton, 45 % polyester, retroreflective bands 3M
175 g/m2, S - 3XL

high visibility clothing
fluorescent polyester on the outer side
cotton on the inner side
certified retroreflective bands 3M
cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar with a contrast stripe
placket with 3 buttons in the shell fabric colour
inner neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
certification according to the standards EN ISO 20471 (class 2) and EN ISO 13688

Interlock pique, 55 % cotton, 45 % polyester, retroreflective bands 3M
175 g/m2, S - 3XL
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HV TWISTER 3V8

HV PRACTIC 5V9

HV REFLEX 3V5

HV BRIGHT 9V3

HV BRIGHT 9V4

HV ENERGY 9V2

97 98 EN ISO 20471
EN ISO 13688

2

97 98

97 98

EN 1150

97 98

97 98

97

EXTRA DRY

UNISEX

40°
WASH

40°
WASH

KIDS

UNISEX

40°
WASH

KIDS

UNISEX

40°
WASH

KIDS

UNISEX

40°
WASH

UNISEX

ANTIPILLING

tubular cut with seam
quick-drying fluorescent fabric
retroreflective bands
sewn edges
multipurpose use (variants displayed on the packaging)
50 × 26 cm

Scarf unisex

2 in 1 - hat and neckwarmer
insulating fluorescent fabric
adjustable by a drawstring in 01 colour on one side
antipilling finish on the outer side

Cap unisex

Cap unisex

Single Jersey, 100 % polyester, retroreflective bands
190 g/m2, uni

Fleece, 100 % polyester, antipilling finish,
240 g/m2, uni, circumference 55 cm

six-panel design
quick-drying fluorescent fabric
retroreflective band on the peak and closure
bonded 2 front panels
stitched, slightly curved peak
embroidered air holes
sweatband
size adjustable by velcro

Twill, 50 % cotton, 50 % polyester, retroreflective bands
240 g/m2, adjustable

high visibility clothing
velcro fastening
trimming in 01 colour
retroreflective bands
certification according to the standards EN ISO 20471 (class 2) and EN ISO 13688

Safety Vest Unisex

high visibility clothing
velcro fastening
trimming in 01 colour
retroreflective bands
certification according to the standard EN 1150

Safety Vest Kids

Gymsack kids/unisex

Warp knit, 100 % polyester, retroreflective bands
120 g/m2, M (FH 160 - 176 cm), 2XL (FH 184 - 192 cm)

Warp knit, 100 % polyester, retroreflective bands
120 g/m2, 4-6 years/104-128 cm, 6-8 years/116-140 cm

fluorescent fabric
closure by drawstring
2 polyester drawstrings in gray colour
retroreflective band
reflective elements in lower corners
interior zip pocket 20 x 23 cm
gymsack dimension 45 x 34 cm

Oxford, 100 % polyester, retroreflective band
70 - 80 g/m2, uni
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GIFT BOX WITH 
COVER CT1

GIFT BOX WITH 
COVER CT4

CARTON CT6

PP/PE BAG WITH 
SELLO TAPE BAG/BGE

polyethylene (PE), thickness 0.04 mm 
/ polypropylen (PP), thickness 0.03 mm
300 × 400 mm, 400 × 500 mm
(min. 100 pcs)

ADHESIVE TAPE CT7

biaxially oriented polypropylene 
film (BOPP)
width 75 mm, 
winding 60 mm
(min. 1)

three-layer cardboard 1,01 E 
manufactured from recycled paper
310 × 250 × 25 mm (min. 1 pcs)
360 × 280 × 80 mm (min. 120 pcs)

three-layer cardboard 1,01 E 
manufactured from recycled paper
310 × 250 × 25 mm (min. 1 pcs)
360 × 280 × 80 mm (min. 120 pcs)

GIFT BOX WITH 
COVER 

three-layer cardboard 1,01 E 
manufactured from recycled paper
310 × 250 × 25 mm (min. 1 pcs)
360 × 280 × 80 mm (min. 120 pcs)

3-ply cardboard
F0 = 305 × 215 × 120 mm (min. 80 pcs)

5-ply cardboard
F1 = 395 × 295 × 135 mm (min. 80 pcs)
F2 = 385 × 285 × 210 mm (min. 40 pcs)
F3 = 385 × 285 × 290 mm (min. 40 pcs)
F4 = 585 × 385 × 280 mm (min. 30 pcs)
F5 = 585 × 385 × 330 mm (min. 30 pcs)
F6 = 585 × 385 × 380 mm (min. 30 pcs)
F7 = 585 × 385 × 430 mm (min. 30 pcs)
F8 = 585 × 385 × 480 mm (min. 30 pcs)
F9 = 585 × 385 × 530 mm (min. 20 pcs)

ADDITIONAL ASSORTMENT
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-25 %

ONLINE SUPPORT

Linking our e-shop with yours.

More than 6000 product pictures in the highest 
quality. Visualization of the product with your 
graphics. Online catalogue for your customers.

The creation of your own newsletters and price 
offers.

SAMPLE PACK
Custom mix of MALFINI® and MALFINI Premium® 

products with 25 % DISCOUNT.

How to order Sample Pack:

Minimum amount of selected products is 10 pcs 
(max. 1 pc of colour and size)

You can order your own Sample Pack up to 4 times 
per year under the conditions above. 

Orders are possible only with help of our Sales 
Department (e-mail: dev@malfini.com)

MARKETING
support
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SUBLIMATION PRINTING
Is suitable for textiles made of at least 65 % synthetic fibre. Disperse dye is printed on a sublimation paper underlay from which it is transferred 
to the textile in the form of vapour by using heat and pressure. The stability  of colours is very good, imitations (significantly more expensive) 
of colourful woven goods are barely distinguishable from  originals. In addition, the original material properties  such as breathability and 
washability are preserved. This printing method is ideal for transferring photographs and is suitable for piece as well as serial production.

SILK-SCREEN PRINTING 
The oldest and so far the most effective textile printing technology. We use a machine which enables us to reach high daily 
production (up to 15 000 prints) while maintaining the same print quality from the first to the last print of the order. Thanks to this 
technology we are able to print practically any motif - from the  simple and monochromatic to the photo-realistic one. The printing 
is guaranteed to be wash-resistant up to 40 °C. The printing can be ironed from the reverse side.

TRANSFER 
Method where the design is first printed, using silk-screen, onto a transfer foil, fixed by glue and then transferred from the foil to 
the textile with heat and pressure. It‘s a very versatile method, usable on almost any textile, and is used mainly when direct silk-
screen print is not possible. Only water repellent materials are unsuitable for this type of printing, and the printed clothes can be 
ironed from the other side.

LASER ENGRAVING 
The modern technology allows engraving on the  textile by using a laser beam. It is unique and so far uncommon branding 
of fleece products. The final motif is burnt into the fabric (it’s plastic) and so lasting forever. Since there is no paint or yarn 
application, the resulting graphic is unicolour - same colour as the textile.

GLITTERING STONES
This special technology can be used for any design size and colour combination. The transparent or opaque stones are available in 
sizes from 1,5 to 8 mm The minimum order for textiles with this application is 200 pieces. Products decorated this way have to be 
washed inside out at up to 40 °C.

PRESSING 
Suitable for 100% cotton products without buttons and zips that could be damaged by the pressure. This technology enables 
pressing of products into a shape chosen by you so you get  an unusual gift or promotional item. You can select from our library of 
shapes or send us your own design.

EMBROIDERY/EMBROIDERED PATCHES
This is a very high-quality way of presenting motives, logos or slogans on textile products. To be able to sew a certain motif onto 
a product we have to create an  embroidery pattern  for which we need to get a high-quality digitized model(.tif, .cdr, .pdf, .ai, .epg). 
Then  your design  is transferred into the sewing machine’s program and  is embroidered either  directly on the product, or in the 
form of a patch sewn or glued on it.

DIGITAL PRINTING 
An ideal technology for orders of a  low quantity. A direct print is made on  a state-of-the-art KORNIT® printer  by using special 
water-based pigmented inks. The printing is of a  photo quality and resolution and  is guaranteed to be wash-resistant up to 40 °C. 
The textile can be ironed from the reverse side.

PRINT 
& embroidery
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NATURAL MATERIALS

SYNTHETIC MATERIALS

COTTON
The most popular natural material in the fashion industry. Cotton is characterized by properties such as softness, pliability, 
strength, absorbency and breathability. It is pleasant to the touch and resists higher temperatures. It is often used in combination 
with synthetic materials or elastane.

ORGANIC COTTON
Cotton produced from ecologically controlled agriculture and further processed under the strict inspection of all manufacturing 
processes. The biggest producers are Turkey, India,the USA and China. 

BAMBOO FIBER
Fiber made of bamboo based on regenerated cellulose. It has thermoregulatory, antibacterial, antimycotic and antistatic properties. 
Bamboo fiber is stronger along with three times higher  absorbency than cotton, resistant to frequent washing and keeps its 
properties for a long time. We do not recommend using fabric softener in order not to reduce absorbency of the material.

VISCOSE
Fiber made based on regenerated cellulose. The input raw material for the production is wood or cotton pulp. Viscose is breathable 
and it has great absorptinon features. Compared to cotton, it is softer, shinier and finer.

MERINO WOOL
Active fiber that regulates body temperature changes and is one of the most breathable natural fibers. The fiber can absorb large 
amounts of moisture – along with odour molecules in the sweat. Natural elasticity maintains dimensional stability, and the fabric is 
easy to maintain

SUPIMA®

The brand represents the finest cotton of 1% worldwide production. This type of the US grown Pima cotton has over a hundred yearś history. 
Its unique extra-long fibers are twice the strenght of  regular cotton. They are resistant to pulling, breaking and tearing which makes 
products made of it incredibly smooth, resistant, non-pilling and keeping  their appearance for a long time.

BRANDED MATERIALS

POLYPROPYLEN
Smooth and hard surface fibres have high abrasion resistance. They  show  good hydrophobic properties which, due to very low 
water sorption, preserve the strength and dimensional stability of the material even in damp environments. The final material is 
lightweight and shows good thermal insulation.

ELASTANE 
Very fine, strong, elastic polyurethane fiber. The key feature is its high elasticity. Elastane can be stretched out  from  three up to 
seven times of  its original length without breaking. It is always used in combination with other materials, ensures dimensional stability, 
increases elasticity and reduces  material wrinkling. Elastane is prone to high temperatures.

POLYAMIDE
The process of polyamide production is similar to the one of polyester. The material is durable, easy-care and has a good shape 
stability. It dries quickly thanks to low moisture absorption. It has twice the greater abrasion resistance than polyester. The fiber can 
be made thick or very fine as well as poyester. Mechanical and chemical treatment influences the final product́ s properties.

POLYESTER
Synthetic fiber made by modification of the input material. The fiber is very strong so it can be made thick or very fine (micro polyester). 
Material is durable, quick-drying and easy-care. It is suitable for sports and physical activities. Through chemical and mechanical processes  
various modifications of the material properties can be achieved  depending on the purpose of use (insulation, impregnation).

POLYETHYLEN
Currently the most widely used polymer in the world, characterized by high strength, friction resistance, zero moisture content 
and chemical resistance. Thanks to its properties it is ideal for the production of safety protective equipment protecting against 
mechanical influences and wear.

RECYCLED POLYESTER 
The fibers are made by recycling consumer plastics (PET bottles, polyester clothing and other waste material). The advantage is the 
consumption of less energy during production, they leave a lower carbon footprint and reduce environmental pollution. By recycling 
we achieve the same quality and properties as with ordinary polyester.

Nanotex® Resists Spills
Certified fabric which has been fundamentally transformed through nanotechnology. The result fabric repels liquids, extends the lifetime, 
retains natural softness and breathability. When a liquid comes into contact with the fabric, rather than sinking into the fibers, the fluid beads 
roll right off the surface without leaving a mark.

MATERIALS
Fabrics and finishes
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PLAIN WEAVE
Plain weave fabric is made of strong, regularly repeating weave that has the same appearance on the outside and reverse side. 
With its simple and dense interlacing, it creates a steady and smooth surface suitable for printing and embroidery. Plain weave 
fabrics are manufactured from high quality combed cotton or polyester.

STRETCH FLEECE
Smooth outside, brushed inside functional stretch knit fabric with great thermo isolating properties. It is soft, lightweight, 
breathable and quick-drying material. It is suitable for sports and physical activities. Inner part of the material has antipilling finish.

FLEECE
Weft knitted fabric characteristic with brushed dense teaseled soft surface on both sides of the material. It has outstanding insulating 
attributes, long lifetime and easy-care. Material can be treated with antipilling finish. Products are suitable for embroidery and laser 
engraving.

FRENCH TERRY – brushed
Weft knitted fabric with characteristic dendritic columns on the outside and brushed soft on the reverse side. Reverse side of the 
material enhanced with supplementary thread is fluffed by mechanical process. Such way treated  surface has a larger volume and 
shows warmer properties.

RIB KNIT
Double-sided knitted fabric consisting of rib pattern indicated by 1:1 or 2:2. This information determines the ratio of regularly alternating 
vertical stripes of stockinette stitch with vertical stripes of reverse stockinette stitch. Rib knit fabric is elastic and it is mostly used for collars, 
cuffs, plackets and hem of poloshirts and sweatshirts.

FRENCH TERRY – not brushed
Weft knitted fabric with characteristic dendritic columns on the outside and arches on the reverse side. The weave is enhanced 
with supplementary thread that leads along the reverse side of the fabric. The supplementary thread increases strenght, 
absorption as well as the volume of the fabric.

GRID KNIT 
Quick-drying, breathable knit for the production of modern, functional clothing. The special grid structure perfectly moves moisture 
away from the body and expands it onto the fabric surface for fast drying, making it feel fresh, dry but also cooling the body. High 
elasticity ensures maximum comfort during wear.

POPLIN
Mostly used type of material for shirts production. It is extremely soft, pleasant to the touch, though stiff enough. It is made by 
a plain weave wave which has a higher amount of warp than weft threads.

OXFORD
Wave derived from canvas wave. The difference is that there are at least doubled yarns alternating when fabricating the fabric. 
Oxford is shinier than canvas. It has a wide range of use. It can be made from natural or synthetic yarns.

RIP STOP
Very strong regularly repeating wave. In this smoth fabric are interwoven thick warp and weft treads in the intervals of 5 - 8 mm. 
The surface gets an effect of a grided structure. This imaginary grid significantly increases the fabric rip and tear resistancy.

TWILL
Wave characteristic by diagonal spacing that is regularly repeated. It consists of alternating the system of warp and weft yarns. The 
fabric is very robust, tear-resistant and easy-care. The most common use of twill wave is in denim or workwear. The material is also 
popular for caps production. It can be smooth or brushed. The brush finishing makes the surface softer with matte appearance.

SINGLE JERSEY SLUB
Fine weft knitted fabric with characteristic structure of slub fabric. To achieve this final effect, a yarn with thicker and thinner 
sections is used throughout the length which are created by varying the tightness of the twist. This fabric is also characterized by 
its elasticity.

PIQUE 
Weft knitted fabric patterned with geometrical relief on outside. On the reverse side it is enhanced with supplementary thread. This 
type of knitting is popular for production of polo shirts and plain weaveing ideal for sports and leisure activities. The products made 
from it are breathable and easy to maintain.

SINGLE JERSEY
Fine weft knitted fabric with characteristic dendritic columns on the outside and arches on the reverse side. The weave features 
ductility, softness and easy unstitching. The quality of the final product depends on the  thread  used for making  the fabric. 
Products are manufactured from high quality ring spun thread.

INTERLOCK PIQUE
Warp knitted fabric with a pattern in which two fully interlocking rows alternate with a one-face row. One side of the knitted fabric has 
twilled separate stitches while the other side is plain.  This type of knitting is popular for production of polo shirts and plain weaveing 
ideal for sports and leisure activities. The products made from it are breathable and easy to maintain.

DOUBLE FACE
Double face knitting also called double-sided. The wave is densely alternating front and back uprights on the outside and reverse 
material sides. In the unstretched position  only front stitches are visible, reverse stitches are visible only while stretched. This 
knitted fabric looks identically from the back and it is highly elastic in the transverse direction.

SOFTSHELL
Softshell is a laminated textile for modern and sports plain weaveing and plain weaveing for outdoor activities. It is divided into membrane 
and nonmembrane. Plain weaveing made from this material is light, warm, elastic and has high mechanical resistance. Softshell with 
a membrane can be waterproof and simultaneously air permeable.

CORDURA® CLASSIC
The CORDURA® fabric is made in accordance with approved standards of the company INVISTA. CORDURA® holds of stains, resists tears and 
abrasions like no other fibers. Its strength ensures high longevity. CORDURA® is a registered trademark of INVISTA for durable fabrics.

3M™ STRIPES
3M retroreflective stripes increase visibility of the person who wears the garment, thereby reduce possibility of accidents. 3M™ technology 
of reflective materials is based on a layer of microscopic glass spheres mounted on the substrate fabric layer with a mirror surface. On 1 cm2 
of the fabric there are up to 30,000 glass beads.

SEGMENTED STRIPES
Retroreflexive stripes are used to improve visibility during night and bad optical conditions. They are designed for use on safety clothes, with 
flexibility in mind, preserving full range of motion. These stripes are thermally applied, and can handle washing very well.

FABRICS

TERRY
Loop fabric consists of solid loops on both sides of the material. It is a three-dimensional fabric with very soft touch and excellent 
absorbent properties. It is ideal for towels and bath towels production in the material composition of 100% cotton or blend of 
bamboo fiber and cotton.
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SILVER COATING
A special matte silver coating applied from the inside of the fabric improves the functional properties of the material. It increases 
water resistance, prevents transparency of the top material and increases resistance to damage potentially caused by washing.

PRESHRUNK COTTON
During the production process of cotton products the space between the fiber gets reduced which eliminates  the risk of shrinkage 
of the fabric during the washing and drying cycle. This process allows the final product to be washed at high temperatures for the 
purpose of removing any impurities and bacteria.

TPU LAMINACE
Durable top layer made of thermoplastic polyurethane ensures stability of material properties in a wider range of conditions. The 
combination of the TPU membrane and the top material maintains the flexibility of the product and provides waterproof and abrasion 
resistant surface with excellent bend and tensile strength.

MERCERIZED COTTON
The process of mercerization consists of immersing the cotton yarn into a bath for the purpose of changing their sections and leveling uneven 
fibers. The fiber cross-section thus obtains an almost perfect shape. The final material becomes smoother shinier and softer. Merceration results 
in higher strength and better color stability of the material.

SILICONE FINISH
The silicone finish is similar to the effect of fabric softner, however longer lasting. It makes the product soft to the touch, more 
dirt-proof and the prints stick much better.

ANTIPILLING FINISH
Antipilling finish minimizes the release of fibers and prevents fabrić s pilling. This process results in fibres fixation and stabilization. 
It reduces damaging of the upper part under excessive use and friction and extends the product lifetime and functionality.

PU FINISH
A long-lasting polyurethane layer that is applied from one side of the base fabric. It provides water, moisture resistance, abrasion 
and dirt resistance. Due to the special composition, the layer is very flexible, lightweight and does not negatively affect the other 
properties of the product.

PA FINISH
Acrylic treatment is used to improve the mechanical and practical properties of the fabric. It is mainly used in outdoor clothing and 
is characterized by wind resistance and tensile strength.

FINISHES

NONWOVEN FABRIC
Fabric produced without knitting or weaving. Input material is a polypropylene polymer melt. The result is a smooth, flat, porous 
fabric with a relatively high tensile strength and low abrasion and bending strength. The material is popular in the industry due to 
low acquisition costs and good filtration and insulation properties.

ANTI-SOILING FINISH
The ability of the top material to repel liquid, dirt and greasy dirt, which you will appreciate especially in the work environment. 
Dirt or grease make the droplets on the treated fabric that can be easily wiped off, thereby extending the life of the product.

The data in the tables represents figure measurements not plain weaveing.

Please state the order number of the product in the following format: product code-colour code-size code. Example: T-shirt BASIC in black colour, size M = 129-01-14.

MEN / UNISEX

Size
XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

- - 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 - - - - - -
height

chest size

waist size

neck size

WOMAN
Size XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL

height

chest size

waist size

hip girth

KIDS
Age (years) 4 6 8 10 12

height

chest size

waist size

back size

SIZE CODES: EXAMPLE OF THE MAXIMUM SPAN OF THE FIGURE MEASURES.

SIZE
charts

Size Codes

4 years/110 cm

6 years/122 cm

8 years/134 cm

10 years/146 cm

12 years/158 cm

XS

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

4XL

5XL

Size Codes

4-6 years/104-128 cm 31

6-8 years/116-140 cm 32

44/46 R3

48/50 R4

52/54 R5

56/58 R6

60/62 R7

44 44

46 46

48 48

50 50

52 52

54 54

56 56

58 58

60 60

62 62

48 long L3

50 long L4

52 long L5

54 long L6

56 long L7

58 long L8
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NEW PRODUCT

NEW COLOUR

TYPES OF LABELS

CONCEPTS MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

MATERIAL FINISHES 

NOVELTIES 

MATERIALS

KIDSMEN’S WOMEN’S UNISEX
GENTS LADIES UNISEX KIDS

FAMILY CONCEPT
Product available in gents, ladies and kids style.

DUO CONCEPT
Product available in gents and ladies style.

NEW PRODUCT 
For information about stock availability please contact our sales 
department. 

NEW COLOUR 
For information about stock availability please contact our sales 
department. 

SILICONE FINISH
The silicone finish is similar to the effect of fabric softner, 
however more lasting. It makes the product soft to the touch, 
more dirt-proof and the prints hold much better.

ANTIPILLING FINISH
The antipilling finish lowers the pilling tendency of the fabric.

WINDPROOF
Windproof material prevents wind and chills from penetration.

WATERPROOF
Rating in milimetres to indicate material‘s resistence to water 
pressure. The higher the water column is, the longer the fabric 
will remain waterproof.

EXTRA DRY 
Extra dry material.

BREATHABLE
Rating in g/m2 per 24hours. The ability of a fabric to allow 
moisture vapor in grams in square meter per day. The higher the 
value is, the better fabric breathes.

COOL/WARM
Soft, easy care, quick-drying and conductive fabric.

THERMOREGULATION 
Keeps you warm when it’s cold and reversed.

ODOR RESISTENCE 
Thanks to moist absorption it keeps sweat out of your skin and 
therefore it’s antibacterial. The clothing stays fresh longer. 

ELASTANE

ORGANIC

MERINO

SOFTSHELL

SOFTSHELL

RECYCLED

FAMILY

DUO

STICKER TEAR OFF LABEL FREE

WINDPROOF

WATERPROOF

EXTRA DRY

COOL WARM

REGULATION

ODOR RESISTANT

SILICONE

ANTIPILLING

BREATHABLE

ANTI-SOILING

LEGEND

ANTI-SOILING FINISH
The ability of the top material to repel liquid, dirt and greasy dirt.

Selected garments from the collection HIGH VISIBILITY (HV) Rimeck correspond to the international standards, 
which determine the optimal form of protective Plaining with high visibility. Certified garments from the HV 
collection are supplied with a leaflet providing information on proper storage, treatment and purpose.

MULTIFUNCTION PRODUCTS

TYPES OF SEAMS

Category 3 – the highest level of protection  –  the minimum required substrate surfaceis 0.80 m² and 0.20 m² of retroreflective material.

Category 2 – the medium level of protection  –  the minimum required substrate surface is 0.50 m² and 0.13 m² of retroreflective material .

Category 1 – the minimum level of protection  –  the minimum required substrate surface 0.14 m² and 0.10 m² of retroreflective material.

High visibility Plaining are made of fluorescent material, and in combination with reflective stripes are divided 
into three categories:

EN ISO 20471:2013 –  High visibility Plaining  –  this international standard specifies requirements for Plaining with high visibility, which is able 
to visually indicate the presence of a user for vehicles or other mechanized means of transport under any light conditions, both in daylight and when 
illuminated by headlights of vehicles at night.

EN 1150:1999 –  Protective Plaining  –  caution Plaining with high visibility for non-professional use  –  standard specifies requirements for optical 
properties of caution high visibility Plaining suitable for adults or teenagers, not for professionals. The garments are designed for visual indication of 
the presence of users in all light conditions, both in daylight in urban lighting and when illuminated by headlights of vehicles at night.

EN 343:2003+A1:2007 – Protective clothes – Rain protection - European standard determining the properties of fabrics and seams of 
a protective garment. The chracteristics of these are measured for the outside of the clothes. After achieving the specific permeability requirments 
and reaching the appropriate certification, it provides protection against water penetration and resistence against steam penetration for the wearer.

EN ISO 13688:2013 –  Protective Plaining - this international standard specifies the general requirements for the implementation of protective 
workwear in terms of ergonomics, safety, size designation, aging, marking of protective Plaining and the information which is supplied by the 
protective Plaining manufacturer.

3 IN 1
Multi use jacket can be worn as one whole winter jacket, or 
separately as a windbreaker and a fleece

4 IN 1
Multi use Hi-Vis workwear jacket can be worn as one whole, 
upper and inner part separately, or just the upper jacket without 
sleeves as a vest

FLAT SEAMS 
Double-sided cover stitch which is flat ensures maximum 
wearing comfort.

TAPED SEAMS
Technology supporting the waterproofness of material at seams. 
The waterproof tape is applied thermally under pressure over the 
inside seams.

3 IN 1 4 IN 1 

FLAT TAPED

1

2

3

LEVEL 0 – only suitable for use on a flat surface - does not protect against punctures

LEVEL 1 – suitable for use on flat or uneven surfaces - protection against puncture with a force of at least (100 ± 5) N

LEVEL 2 – suitable for use on flat or uneven surfaces in demanding conditions - protection against puncture with a force of at least (250 ± 10) N

TYPE 2 –  foam plastic or other filling material in trouser pockets, or permanently attached to trousers.

EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 – Personal protective equipment - Knee pads for kneeling work - The standard specifies requirements for knee 
protection for kneeling work where there is a risk of injury due to surface mechanical effects. The protectors must be harmless to health and safe 
for the users.

0

1

2

TEAR OFF
Tear off label.

STICKER LABEL
Label in a form of a sticker. 
Can be easily taken off.

LABEL FREE
The products have only a small size label behind the 
neck for easy rebranding

ELASTANE
A synthetic fiber that contains polyurethane bonds of 
high elasticity.

ORGANIC
Cotton produced from ecologically controlled agriculture 
and further processed under the strict inspection of all 
manufacturing processes. 

MERINO
Merino wool is world renowned for its soft, yet firm feel, offering 
advantages in every area over common wool and many other fibers.  

THREE-LAYERD SOFTSHELL
Three-layerd softshell with  membrane

DOUBLE-LAYERD SOFTSHELL
Double-layerd softshell

RECYCLED POLYESTER
The fibers are made by recycling consumer plastics.
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CAMOUFLAGE

MELANGE COLOURS

FLUORESCENT COLOURS

M1 BLACK MELANGE 20 ANTHRACITE MELANGE 80 KNIT GRAY

N6 BOTTLE GREEN 
MELANGE 

M5 BLUE MELANGE

M6 GREEN MELANGE

M4 YELLOW MELANGE M9 SUNSET MELANGE M7 RED MELANGE

N1 ALMOND MELANGE12 DARK GRAY MELANGE 03 LIGHT GRAY MELANGE M3 ASH MELANGE

M2 DARK DENIM 
MELANGE

M8 RED PLUM MELANGE 84 KNIT BLUE

97 FLUORESCENT YELLOW 98 FLUORESCENT ORANGE

32 CAMOUFLAGE GRAY 33 CAMOUFLAGE BROWN 34 CAMOUFLAGE GREEN 

The colour squares and Pantone® references are guides only, and may not accurately reflect the true colour of the fabric. 
Misprints and changes in the product portfolio reserved.

Overview of

COLOURS

C1 CAMOUFLAGE PETROL C2 CAMOUFLAGE DARK GREY

A8 LIGHT DENIM A9 DARK DENIM

89 NEON PINK 
806 C

90 NEON YELLOW 
809 C

88 NEON MANDARINE 
804 C

91 NEON ORANGE 
811 C

NEON COLOURS

DENIM COLOURS

67 CASTOR GRAY 
18-0510 TCX

83 LIGHT ANTHRACITE 
19-3906 TCX

94 EBONY GRAY 
19-0000 TCX

01 BLACK 
19-0303 TCX

24 LIGHT GRAY 
16-3802 TCX

25 ANTIQUE SILVER 
17-0000 TCX

36 STEEL GRAY
18-4005 TCX

60 DENIM 
18-4025 TCX

72 OMBRE BLUE 
19-4014 TCX

82 LIGHT BLUE 
14-4110 TCX

70 SNORKEL BLUE 
19-4049 TCX

14 AZURE BLUE 
18-4039 TCX

15 SKY BLUE 
14-4121 TCX

87 MIDNIGHT BLUE 
19-3940 TCX

51 ICE GRAY 
14-0000 TCX

26 NOUGAT 
18-1321 TCX

00 WHITE
11-4800 TCX

10 NATURAL 
12-0605 TCX

08 SAND 
16-1324 TCX

21 ALMOND 
11-0105 TCX

A4 SILVER GRAY
14-4203 TCX

59 TURQUOISE 
18-4733 TCX

77 DARK NAVY 
19-4013 TCX

93 PETROL BLUE
19-4241 TCX

02 NAVY BLUE
19-4023 TCX

19 EMERALD 
17-5029 TCX

95 MINT 
13-5414 TCX

44 BLUE ATOLL
16-4535 TCX

A3 AVOCADO GREEN
18-0430 TCX

38 CHOCOLATE 
19-1230 TCX

69 MILITARY 
19-0419 TCX

09 KHAKI 
18-0316 TCX

28 LIGHT KHAKI
16-0518 TCX

29 ARMY 
19-0618 TCX

27 COFFEE 
19-1314 TCX

63 RASPBERRY PINK 
18-2120 TCX

47 LAVENDER 
16-3815 TCX

64 PURPLE 
19-3536 TCX

05 ROYAL BLUE
19-3952 TCX

30 PINK 
14-2311 TCX

40 MAGENTA 
17-2036 TCX

06 BOTTLE GREEN
19-6311 TCX

16 KELLY GREEN 
17-6030 TCX

96 LEMON 
12-0643 TCX

62 LIME PUNCH
13-0550 TCX

92 APPLE GREEN 
15-0545 TCX

39 GRASS GREEN 
15-6437 TCX

71 FORMULA RED 
19-1763 TCX

07 RED 
18-1763 TCX

23 MARLBORO RED 
19-1764 TCX

86 GARNET 
19-1655 TCX

49 FUCHSIA RED 
18-2336 TCX

A2 TANGERINE ORANGE 
15-1164 TCX

13 BURGUNDY 
18-1643 TCX

43 RHODODENDRON 
19-2024 TCX

85 BOURBON VANILLA 
12-0727 TCX

04 YELLOW 
13-0859 TCX

A1 CORAL 
16-1546 TCX

11 ORANGE 
17-1464 TCX
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